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PREFACE 

Many years ago I read the works of a widely read and influential feminist poet and essayist 

Adrienne Rich that made me stop and think for a while—or more precisely for five years. 

In just one sentence Rich managed to describe so well the moment when a person under-

stands one’s otherness: How life altering and ceasing it can be. Rich (1986) writes: “When 

someone with authority of a teacher, say, describes the world and you are not in it, there is 

a moment of psychic disequilibrium, as if you looked into a mirror and saw nothing.”  

(p.199) Her words describe so well the reality of many minority groups, ‘others’, in our 

classrooms. But as Adrienne Rich was known for fighting for the rights of women and es-

pecially for the rights of lesbians, it is easy to read these words and imagine an insecure 

non-heterosexual teenager ‘looking into a mirror and seeing nothing’. This metaphor of 

looking into the mirror stuck with me and many times in the classroom, at the university 

and in other circumstances I came to think of it: In my eyes the Finnish schools are totally 

heteronormative and often unable to confront the sexual minorities attending them. For 

years I have been wondering what kind of an environment the Finnish school is to grow-up 

in for a non-heterosexual student. What kind of experiences and ‘mirror-moments’ are 

stuck with them for life?  

While this thesis is being written the Finnish parliament is preparing to vote for the equal 

marriage law, which would guarantee the right for same-sex couples to marry and therefore 

have the same rights as heterosexual couples.  The discussion around the topic has been 

heated, but has also shown that the times are changing. The citizens’ initiative on equal 

marriage law was signed by 167 000 citizens. This is an important figure showing the need 

for equality in front of the law. At the same time many different sources have brought this 

topic in the center of discussion and many celebrities have supported the equal marriage 

law publically. The Finnish society seems to be changing into a bit more equal place for 

non-heterosexuals, but the school system has a tendency to follow behind. It is important to 

know how the non-heterosexual students, today’s equity-fighters, have experienced the 

Finnish schools, so that we are able to develop its flaws and unequal practices. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

The topic of this Master’s thesis is important for me personally, since these questions have 

travelled with me throughout my life and studies in the educational sciences. However, I 

think the questions of sexuality, the representation of it and the teaching practices and 

school culture in relation to sexuality are important questions for any teacher student and 

teacher to address and reflect on in relation to their own teaching practices. Even though 

other aspects such as family, peers, and the media influence the identity building and 

growth of the young, they spend almost one third of their day at school making it the most 

important place for talking, learning, and encountering others. Finnish basic school is an 

institution regularly attended by all the young people, and it is also the only publically or-

ganized educational institution (Lehtonen, 2003: 13).  Since school is the place where chil-

dren in our society grow-up in, it is important to know in what ways the school influences 

the identity building and view on sexuality. Especially as a future teacher I am concerned 

whether or not Finnish schools are safe for non-heterosexual as well as for heterosexual 

students. 

First of all, I wanted to know if, and to what extent, sexuality is represented in a heter-

onormative way in Finnish school. In other words, is heterosexuality represented as the 

only ‘option’ or way of being? Second, I wanted to find out and describe the experiences 

non-heterosexuals have of the Finnish school—how they are encountered on the daily basis 

by their teachers and peers. Third, I wanted to find out what kind of influence the represen-

tation of sexuality and the practices of the school have on the development of non-

heterosexual students’ sexual identity. If heterosexuality is represented at school as the 

only way of being, how does that influence the non-heterosexual students? How is their 

view on sexuality altered, and what kind of impact that has on the development of their 

sexual identity? These thoughts took the shape of four research questions, which will be 

answered in this thesis: 

1. What is the role of heteronormativity in school education? 

2. How is sexuality represented in Finnish schools?  

3. How are non-heterosexuals encountered at school? 

4. In what ways does school influence the development of non-heterosexual students’ 

sexual identity? 
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I will answer these questions with the help of theory and my empirical data. This is a de-

ductive study, which means my starting point is theoretical. For the empirical study I have 

gathered four topical autobiographies from non-heterosexual adolescents to find out what 

kind of experiences they have from school, how sexuality was represented and how it af-

fected them. I want to (re)present their personal understanding and connect it to the theo-

retical framework. Theoretical considerations are used to elaborate these personal under-

standings and experiences, while in other occasions the experiences are used to clarify the 

theory. Traditionally in research reports the theoretical framework is introduced separately 

from the empirical considerations (Eskola and Suoranta, 2000: 240), but this research dis-

cusses theoretical considerations alongside the empirical data analysis. The analysis of 

narratives is carried out through the thesis to explain different phenomena and to broaden 

up the understanding of the experiences of non-heterosexuals. Eskola and Suoranta (2000: 

241) state that this report model emphasizes the connection between theory and empirical 

data. 

The process of how I found the participants for my study and the data collection process as 

well as my theoretical framework are explained explicitly in the section 2. Autobiograph-

ical research and theoretical framework. I will discuss the themes of this research more 

theoretically in the section 3. Conceptualizing sexuality. The aim of this section is to build 

up the context for this research. Through understanding the development of conceptions of 

sexuality, the heteronormative state of our society and school system, and the multilayered 

process of identity building and identification, we can understand better the starting points 

for representation of sexuality and the attitudes towards non-heterosexuals in school. Every 

phenomenon has a context and becoming familiar with it broadens our understanding of 

the phenomenon. Section 4. School and sexuality presents the research topic from a more 

practical viewpoint. In this section I take a look at the practices of the school and discuss 

the experiences of the participants of this study. Section 5. The influence of heteronorma-

tivity on the sexual identity of the non-heterosexuals wraps up the analysis on the four au-

tobiographies and concludes the main findings from the data connected to the development 

of sexual identity.  

In this thesis the concept non-heterosexual is used to describe all sexual minorities: homo-

sexuals, lesbians, transgender, bisexual, and all others. I prefer to use this term instead of 

labeling any given sexual minorities in my study. By using this term I move away from the 

opposition of the terms heterosexual and homosexual and towards more understanding 
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view on sexuality in which these two terms are overlapping instead of counterparts. I also 

think it is complicated to start categorizing non-heterosexual people for this research, when 

some of them might not have a specific category for themselves that they feel comfortable 

with. I follow the lead of the researcher Jukka Lehtonen. He is a researcher of social and 

behavioral sciences, who has studied gender and sexuality in the Finnish schools and work 

life. He defines non-heterosexual person as someone, who has sexual/love feelings and/or 

sexual behavior with a person of same gender, and/or a definition of self, which is linked to 

the features mentioned.
1
 Lehtonen (2003) also states that someone who defines or feels 

oneself heterosexual can have non-heterosexual feelings, behavior or self-image. In his 

view the terms are not exclusive. (Lehtonen, 2003: 15) In this thesis I view sexual identity 

as one domain of one’s identity, and not just a preference in partners or sexual orientation 

(Grader and Archibald, 2001: 17). 

Throughout the thesis the concept of heteronormativity will be discussed. I will discuss 

especially the heteronormativity of the Finnish school system. Heteronormativity is a com-

plex concept, but in short it can be described as seeing heterosexuality, heterosexual mas-

culinity, and heterosexual femininity as the only self-evident and natural starting points for 

understanding sexuality and gender. Heterosexuality is seen as a better way of being in 

comparison to other sexualities. (Lehtonen, 2003: 13) There are heteronormative verbal, 

physical and other kinds of actions in our schools that have become self-evident and part of 

every-day life. These kinds of actions vary from girl-boy seating order to using “homo” 

(gay) as a word of abuse. These define and shape accepted sexuality and gender, and both 

of these will be discussed in this thesis in connection to school. In our society school is the 

place for growing-up and educating ‘good citizens’, and in this thesis I want to question the 

influence heteronormativity has on that process. 

In this thesis school is viewed as a multidimensional place: School is an institution, which 

is guided both by the national core curriculum and a school specific curriculum. School is 

an institution where professional teachers implement pedagogies and use teaching materi-

als, which both have certain ideological base. How teachers encounter non-heterosexual 

students and how they represent sexuality is important and affects the relationships be-

tween students and the attitudes towards non-heterosexuals in school and in society in gen-

eral, which can be seen from the data. The Finnish teachers have Master’s level university 

                                                 
1
 “—ihminen, jolla on samaan sukupuoleen kohdistuvia seksuaalisia/rakkauden tunteita ja/tai seksikäyttäy-

tymistä tämän kanssa ja/tai itsemäärittelyä, joka liittyy edellä mainittuihin.”(Lehtonen, 2003: 15) 
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education, which should guarantee a certain standard of teaching. However, I would like to 

question whether teacher education is truly giving tools for the teachers to work with the 

issues connected to sexuality and gender.  

School is a place for social interaction as well as learning. Students build important rela-

tionships in school with their peers and their teachers. In this study what happens in recess 

is as important as the content of teaching in relation to the topic. Schools differ from each 

other, even though there are many features that are the same no matter which school one 

picks. The context affects the general experience an individual has from the school. Some 

schools are in religious areas and some have more immigrant students. There are big 

schools in urban areas and small village schools in rural areas. These aspects affect the 

overall atmosphere of the school. That is why it is important to realize that the school ex-

periences of the four non-heterosexuals described in this study are context-bound and par-

tial. In their autobiographies we see how all the different aspects of school influence their 

personal experiences of themselves and society in general. In different parts of this thesis I 

try to open up the complex question of what consequences events at school have on ado-

lescents’ lives and development into adulthood. 
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2 AUTOBIOGRAPHICAL RESEARCH AND THEORETICAL FRA-

MEWORK 

2.1 From Foucault to queer theory 

In this chapter I will introduce the theoretical framework of my thesis. These theories and 

approaches have helped me to understand the complex phenomenon of sexuality and they 

have guided me in the process of answering the research questions. Hence, Michel Fou-

cault’s (1980, 1990) thoughts are used widely to explain and open up different phenomena 

connected to sexuality and gender. Foucault was a poststructuralist and concerned with 

language, signs, images, and signifying systems which organize the psyche, society and 

our daily lives. I follow the poststructuralist thought and argue that: The views on sexuality 

and gender are constructed through dominant discourse and therefore they are not objective 

qualities of the culture, but are highly political. These views are passed on in education 

from preschool to higher education in language, signs, images, and social practices. When 

sexuality is understood to be a social and political construct, it allows critical multiple 

views and understandings of it. (Foucault, 1980, 1990) 

In this thesis I take the stand that the dominant culture defines itself in opposition to the 

other. Others are marginalized, denigrated and/or violated. In this thesis I view non-

heterosexuals as a minority group that has been defined in opposition to the norm and so 

made the other. (See Hall, 1996) I am especially concerned how power is used to silence 

non-heterosexuals, hence, what kind of practices there are at schools and what kind of 

knowledge about the non-heterosexuals that try to silence them? However, I do not want to 

victimize non-heterosexuals by labeling them as the oppressed others. My aim is to intro-

duce this topic and problematic nature relying on the writings of non-heterosexuals, who 

were willing to let me use their personal experiences and make them public. I hope their 

voices can be heard amongst the theoretical discussion. I am seeking to give power back to 

the non-heterosexuals by giving them a chance to speak and by creating knowledge 

through their personal understanding and experiences. There are some dilemmas connected 

to this goal, which will be discussed in the next chapter.  

As the thesis discusses and questions the understanding of sexuality and gender, queer the-

ory is naturally part of the discourse. The aim for this thesis is to challenge normalizing 
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practices, especially in terms of sexuality and heteronormative constructions of gender. I 

shall provide a wide interpretation of the diversity of sexuality and gender destabilizing 

and confusing the understandings and representations of sexuality and gender at school. At 

the same time, queer theory is much more than ‘just’ a theory of anti-normative sexuality 

and gender. Ruth Goldman (1996: 170) writes that ‘queer’ in queer theory: “—emphasizes 

the blurring of identities--” and it represents a variety of anti-normative identities besides 

sexual identities. She argues ‘queer’ has become a term among academics as well as non-

academics to refer to ‘lesbian and gay’ or ‘lesbian, gay, and bisexual’, which puts it in 

danger of homogenizing the differences and excluding certain identities. In her opinion the 

queer understanding of identity is that it is a sum of the aspects of a person. We all have 

many intersecting identities, which is why ‘queer’ should not refer only to the sexual iden-

tity of a person in a very categorical sense. (Goldman, 1996: 170-173. Cf. Kekki, 1999: 

203-213)  

2.2 Autobiographical research of non-heterosexual women’s personal experiences 

2.2.1 Autobiography as method 

Biography study is interested in the individual and his/her experiences as they are told to 

the researcher. It emphasizes the moments in individual’s life that s/he gives importance to. 

Usually biographies are written by the researcher according to the stories of the individu-

als, but autobiographies are written by persons about themselves. (Creswell, 2007: 47) In 

Maria-Liisa Järvelä’s (1996: 42) study, in which she discusses the basic questions of auto-

biographical research, autobiographies are seen as narratives “that can be defined as struc-

tures of human experience and action.” Narratives can be seen to reconstruct the life in 

focus, as Järvelä (1996: 45) states, autobiographies invite the reader to construct the person 

telling the story. Autobiographical research is suitable for this study because it leaves room 

to give significance to the interpretations and meanings given to the personal experiences 

by the person telling the story. The autobiographies collected to the study are not full auto-

biographies of the research participants, but topic-centered narratives which could be 

called topical autobiographies. Narratives like these take different forms, and topic-

centered narratives could be described as moments in life, experiences, that are connected 

thematically. (Järvelä, 1996: 42)  
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Autobiography offers ‘first-hand’ knowledge of the research participant, but there are some 

methodological issues with autobiographical research that affect its trustworthiness as a 

tool to record the past and our understanding of events. First of all, memories fade with 

time and are altered according to our present views. Especially feelings and attitudes can 

be either exaggeratedly different or falsely cohesive with the present feelings and attitudes. 

Information received after event can affect the attitudes towards it but also what we think 

happened. Secondly, our self-images change as the time passes, but we tend to remember 

ourselves in consistence with our present self-images.  Memories are reconstructed accord-

ing to time and circumstances: They are formulated to meet our present needs and inter-

ests. (Clements, 1999: 24-25)  

In this study three of the participants stated they fully realized their non-heterosexual iden-

tities in their early adolescents. They all state they had feelings and curiosity towards same 

sex early on, but they did not identify themselves as non-heterosexual until the upper-

secondary school. The late-born self-image as a non-heterosexual influences the memories 

of events and the memory of one’s self-image before. Some of the attitudes and feelings 

that are memorized can be born afterwards, but as they are part of the experiences non-

heterosexual adolescents have from Finnish school they are important as such even as they 

are born after the event. It is good to keep this methodological issue in mind, but it does 

not make the experiences discussed in this thesis ‘untrue’ or unreliable. These experiences 

have influenced the growth of these individuals and therefore are significant as they are 

remembered. Paula C. Rust (1996: 64) states this well:  

“When we construct our life stories, we tend to forget the irrelevant details of 

our pasts. We identify the relevant experiences and interpret them as the 

building blocks that made us into the people we are today, and we under-

stand our past changes as the twists and turns in the road we took to reach 

our current selves.”  

2.2.2 Gathering topical autobiographies 

The focus group for my data is young adults, who define themselves as non-heterosexuals 

and have attended Finnish basic school. I wanted to gather topical autobiographies from 

young adults, because they are not in school anymore and can therefore analyze their expe-

riences in a more mature manner. However, I did not want to gather experiences from an 
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older generation as I suspect their school experiences are very different from the young 

adults, who have attended primary, lower-secondary and upper-secondary schools in 1990s 

or early 2000s. I feel the experiences of these adolescents give a more realistic picture of 

the school culture today, if one does not want to include students still at school to the re-

search.  

I approached SETA ry. (national human rights NGO for sexual equality) and people I 

know, whom I asked to put on a word about my research. I also posted an invitation to take 

part in my study to a few communities in Facebook, which I knew had non-heterosexual 

members. I asked for autobiographies of school years with a focus on sexuality. The partic-

ipants were asked to write about their (positive and negative) experiences and feelings to-

wards school, teachers and other students, as well as thoughts which school years provoked 

on sexuality. The participants were also offered help-questions, which they could answer in 

their autobiographies (How would you describe your own sexual identity? Did you talk 

about your sexuality in school, to whom and how did they react? Were non-heterosexuals 

discussed at school, in what way? How was sexuality discussed at school? Were there 

moments you felt different at school as a result from what your teacher did or said? Did 

you have role models in school? and so on.) The participants could choose themselves the 

topics they felt comfortable to share. (See appendices 1 and 2 for the invitation and help-

questions.) 

As the topic of this study is quite sensitive it felt right that the participants wrote their nar-

ratives themselves. This way the participants could truly emphasize the factors that influ-

enced their school years and the significant experiences. The knowledge of these autobiog-

raphies is contextual, situational and specific, but it gives an interesting insight to what it 

can be like if you are a non-heterosexual young person in the Finnish school system. I 

found four non-heterosexuals, who were willing to write topical autobiographies of their 

school experiences. Almost all of these four mentioned there was ‘nothing special’ about 

them and they doubted if their input would be significant at all. I found this interesting as I 

had not implied there should be anything significant in the autobiographies, just experienc-

es of and feelings towards school. One of the participants even underlined in the last para-

graph of her autobiography that she does not have negative memories about being non-

heterosexual. I think this is an important fact to be kept in mind throughout reading this 

thesis: Even though at times it can be difficult to live your life as a non-heterosexual, it is 

by no means an obstacle for happiness in today’s world. 
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2.2.3 Introducing the voices of non-heterosexual women 

The four women, the autobiography authors, have each been given an alias to make it easi-

er to follow their stories. The autobiographies are carried through this study to illustrate 

and illuminate the theoretical discussion. In doing so, I wish to bring the knowledge 

emerging from the personal experiences closer to the theoretical knowledge. There com-

monly is a separation between academic disciplinary knowledge and subjective, emotional, 

specific forms of knowledge (Ribbens and Edwards, 1998: 11). In research such as mine 

aiming at representing the voices of the participants, the central dilemma is how to inte-

grate the private knowledge and personal understanding into ‘publicly based disciplinary 

knowledge’? There is a danger of silencing the voices in this process. Even though Rib-

bens and Edwards (1998) argue these dilemmas and dangers need to be acknowledged, at 

the same time they state: “Despite such doubts, however, we both persist, on the basis that, 

without some collective representation, private knowledges are likely to be ever more vul-

nerable and difficult to sustain.” (Ribbens and Edwards, 1998: 13) Through knowledge 

that is based on the personal experiences we can form publicly based resistance or at least 

undermine the hegemony of the dominant heteronormative culture (Ribbens and Edwards, 

1998: 11-14). 

This study tries to build an image of the school years of Anna, Laura, Heidi and Maria. 

The narratives were written in Finnish and the direct quotes are translated by me. The em-

phasis of this study is not on how the stories were told, but on the meanings given to the 

experiences and the memories that were stuck with the participants until this day. This is 

the reason I will not be using many direct quotes from the participants, but when I do the 

original quote in Finnish can be found as a footnote. Anna, Laura, Heidi and Maria are all 

Finnish and 20 to 30 year-old. They identify themselves as non-heterosexuals. Laura iden-

tifies herself a lesbian and the three others, Anna, Heidi and Maria, identify themselves 

bisexuals, even though some felt reluctant to use this term and rather said they fell in love 

with a person, not their gender or despite their gender. Maria used a metaphor to clear out 

the image of her sexuality, which she didn’t want to name bisexual: 
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“My sexual identity is ever-changing… I am not floating from one extreme to 

another (gay-straight), but maybe I could say I am growing like a tree with 

each of its branches looking different from the other.”
2
  

It is understandable if a person does not want to identify as a bisexual as there are dis-

courses which marginalize bisexuals within the homosexual and lesbian communities 

(Ault, 1996). However, it is not a sign they would not be at ease with their identities. On 

the basis of their autobiographies all four women seemed comfortable with their sexual 

identity, which is no surprise as they were ready to write in length about it.  

My participants are women. The story of a non-heterosexual man would probably have 

slightly different features as the norms for male expression in school are very strict, and 

behavior contradicting these norms can lead to name calling and serious bullying (see 

Lehtonen, 1999: 82-90). For example the dressing code for men is narrower than for wom-

en, thus, a female can wear pants whereas a male cannot wear a skirt without drawing at-

tention to himself. Also being a tomboy is acceptable whereas being a feminine man is less 

acceptable (see Rees: 1996: 27).  Nevertheless, it is obvious that lesbian culture and girls’ 

non-heterosexuality is not usually discussed, and often the issues connected to these are 

left in the shade of young boys and homosexuality (Sorainen, 2013: 38-39). In this thesis I 

want to introduce the voices of non-heterosexual women. Antu Sorainen (2003: 39, my 

own translation) states this is needed: “Especially the sexual counter cultures and self-

constructed genders of girls should be encouraged, highlighted, and acknowledged in sex-

uality education and in research concentrating on it.” 

2.2.4 Analyzing the narratives 

I have a phenomenological approach to the autobiographies: The personal experiences of 

the four women are in the center of this study. I have conducted a thematic textual analysis 

on the topical autobiographies concentrating on the content and meanings given by each 

author. Yet, the reader’s interpretation is always present, when autobiographies are ana-

lyzed. The life experiences of the reader are mixed with the experiences of the author. 

Consequently, Järvelä (1996: 47) states that this fusion forms the autobiography, and says 

that without the reader, there is no autobiography in the experiential sense. Because of this, 

                                                 
2
 ”Seksuaali-identiteettini on hyvin muuttuva… voisinko sanoa liukuvani ei eri ääripäistä (hetero-homo) vaan 

pikemminkin kasvavani kuin puu ja joka oksa näyttää eriltä kuin edellinen.” 
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being an objective reader and researcher of the autobiographies is impossible. The over-

lapping of the lives of authors and the researcher is both the strength and the weakness of 

autobiographical research. (Järvelä, 1996: 47-49) 

To conduct the analysis, I looked for common themes from the four narratives with my 

research questions in mind, but as I had already worked with the theoretical part of this 

thesis, I had certain expectations towards the themes I would find. I identified five major 

themes with sub-categories, which helped me code the data and then analyze the themes 

first separately and then the narratives as whole. The themes helped me understand the 

data, and identify the content that was significant for this study. (Eskola and Suoranta, 

2000: 150-152) The major themes were formal representation of sexuality, the understand-

ing of sexuality through experience, sexual identity, bullying and harassment, and support. 

These themes had all together 20 sub-categories. David Silverman (2009: 277-279) intro-

duces an analysis method by Macnaghten and Mayers (2004) which is similar to mine. 

Silverman (2009: 277) describes the method:  

“—this simple method offers a rapid way of sorting out data to bear on a 

particular research topic. When we begin the data analysis, we may be in un-

known terrain. In this sense, Macnaghten’s method allows us, as they put it, 

to ‘map the woods’.” 

For this study it was helpful first to take this general approach to data analysis to become 

familiar with the data and its general trends. Also, Eskola and Suoranta (2000: 152-153) 

argue that when the empirical data is produced by someone other than the researcher (as in 

autobiographies) the starting point for analyzing the data is automatically different. After 

this ‘mapping the woods’ I was able to conduct a more in depth analysis. Table 1. Analysis 

categories show how I defined the major themes and what kind of issues were included in 

them with a few examples. 
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Table 1. Analysis categories 

Theme Description Quote from the data 

Formal representa-

tion of sexuality at 

school 

Teaching practices, teaching 

materials, forbidden topics 

and silencing 

Maria:“There was a conspiracy of silence 

over non-heterosexuality, and the topic and 

‘these kinds of people’ just didn’t exist in 

the school world.” (silencing) 

The understanding 

of sexuality 

through experienc-

es 

Own view of sexuality and 

non-heterosexuality, teach-

ers’ attitudes and reactions to 

sexuality and non-

heterosexuality, school cul-

ture, the attitudes and reac-

tions of friends and peers, 

other non-heterosexuals at 

school 

Anna:“I think I thought homosexuals and 

lesbians were different, angry motorcycle 

women and those girly decorating men from 

TV.” 

(own view of sexuality and non-

heterosexuality) 

Maria:”In primary school I had some kind 

of an image of lesbians and gays, mostly 

these concepts were connected to words of 

abuse and something dirty and different. I 

didn’t want to be dirty, different, or bullied, 

and so I thought I was completely straight 

and emotionally I was interested only in 

boys.” 

(own view of sexuality and non-

heterosexuality) 

Sexual identity Becoming aware of one’s 

sexuality, self-identification, 

coming out-stories, pressure 

and fears, feelings of differ-

ence 

Anna:”On sixth grade I can remember of 

thinking about wanting to kiss a girl in my 

class, but very confusedly I repressed such a 

thought.”  

(becoming aware of one’s sexuality) 

Bullying and ha-

rassment 

Fear of becoming bullied, 

name calling, gossiping, re-

jection by others, feelings of 

not belonging 

Laura:”One girl who was part of the same 

group of friends, believed I was interested 

in girls, but on the other hand, she did not 

think it was problematic to call her bullies 

gay. With her other friends she came up 

with derogatory stories about how one boy 

had been seen kissing with another boy.” 

(name calling, gossiping) 

Support Information, support from 

friends or family 

Maria:”Nevertheless, we talked a lot about 

these things with my mom, and she never 

said anything negative about my sexuality 

directly to me. Most of the reactions to my 

‘coming out –talks’ included smiles, shrugs, 

and an accepting statement: ‘You are what 

you are, and still I love you and you are 

important to me.’ ” 

(support from family and friends) 

 

The themes of my analysis categories were found from the narratives. I settled with these 

themes because they were present in all of the narratives, they were relevant for the re-
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search, and they came up repeatedly. The table illustrates how I described the themes, thus, 

what kind of material I linked to each category. The quotes illuminate how I coded the 

data. Each theme had multiple quotes from the narratives. Sometimes same sentence or 

paragraph was coded into two different themes. If for example both fear of becoming bul-

lied and support from friends was discussed in the same sentence, it was coded into themes 

support and bullying and harassment.  
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3 CONCEPTUALIZING SEXUALITY 

In this section I will discuss the development of the conceptions of sexuality, the repres-

sion of non-heterosexuality, and the birth of the counter-narrative. I will also discuss the 

development of sexual identity in a theoretical way and the imagined unity it can create. 

Lastly, I will introduce the concept of heteronormativity, and discuss the role of it in our 

society and school system. The purpose of this section is to help understand the influence 

of historical aspects to the discourses and practices of today and to open up the concept of 

identity. For long time sexuality, but especially non-heterosexuality, has been one of the 

biggest taboos in Western societies. Silence underlines the normality of the dominant cul-

ture and denies the existence of difference (Miller, 1994: 209). Even today the biggest cri-

tique towards non-heterosexuals is if they express their sexuality publically (by holding 

their partners hand or telling about their non-heterosexuality at work). The general opinion 

seems to be that non-heterosexuals should ‘pass as straight’ and only then they can suc-

cessfully be part of our societies. Antu Sorainen (2013: 24) states non-heterosexuals are 

doomed to fail as they can never reach the norms set by the heteronormative culture. 

Therefore to expect non-heterosexual to try and fail is a nasty form of power play.  

One can also hear a principal deny the existence of non-heterosexual students, when some-

one wants to organize extra sexuality education in a school. To not have non-heterosexual 

students in a school is practically impossible in the light of statistics, but denying their ex-

istence is in line with Foucault’s logic of censorship. Foucault (1990) argues the inexistent, 

illicit, and inexpressible are all joined to be each other’s principles and effects. What is not 

part of ‘reality’ cannot be seen, not even in discourse. One cannot talk about the forbidden 

until it becomes ‘reality’. Consequently, what is kept in silence disappears quietly from our 

‘reality’. (Foucault, 1990: 84) As long as a taboo is kept in silence and as a secret, there 

remains a power over it. Non-heterosexuality is a good example of how a discourse over 

the ‘perversity’ of it in the end made it possible for the discourse to turn. The discussion 

over non-heterosexuality in the end caused a counter-narrative, which aimed at empower-

ing non-heterosexuals and giving them a voice. Sorainen (2013: 24) writes non-

heterosexual community provides support for its members: When non-heterosexuals ‘fail’ 

collectively there is unexpected strength and empowerment, which can lead to questioning 

the essence of success and failure as defined by the heteronormative culture.  
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3.1 Development of conceptions of sexuality 

The idea of sexuality as a powerful inner-force or an essence defining humans was born as 

late as in the end of 19
th

 century. Before this religion, the Christian Church, had regulated 

the behavior of its parishioners and defined ‘normal’ and ‘abnormal’ sexual behavior. To 

put it short: sexual matters were to be left to the holy matrimony and for procreation pur-

poses only. Sexual matters outside marriage were matters of sin, disgust and shame. In the 

end of 19
th

 century scientific study of sexuality connected biology and sexuality together 

and replaced the Church as authority figure in sexual matters. (Segal, 1997: 189) Biology 

had its hold over sexuality for a long time after this. As sexuality was viewed in connection 

to biology, it was seen as something fixed, ‘naturally’ given and therefore not a subject to 

change. Due to other aspects than science (cultural, political, and economic forces) female 

and male sexuality were seen total opposites of each other. Women were never free of the 

‘burden’ of their sex which created contradictory definitions of their sexuality. According-

ly, women’s sexuality was seen at the same time passive, almost asexual, and on the other 

hand, as temptress-like. (Segal, 1997: 189-190) Even though there are counter-narratives to 

this view today, one can still see the effect of the old contradictory view, and the binary 

view of the two sexes is still present.  

The science of sexuality, sexology, tried to define this powerful instinctive force humans 

have inside. The attempts of observing and classifying sexuality led to separating ‘natural’ 

and ‘unnatural’ or ‘perverse’ sexuality. In these classifications (e.g. in 1886 Richard von 

Krafft-Ebing’s Psychopathia sexualis) homosexuality was defined as ‘unnatural’ alongside 

with rape, sadism, and lust murder. (Segal, 1997: 190-191) Neither had science changed 

the public’s opinion about ‘natural’ sexuality, and it was the site of social fears and panic: 

Self-indulgence, social decay, and disease were seen as the outcomes of sexuality. Any 

other sexual activity than procreative one was seen sinful, and masturbation, and other 

ways to seek pleasure, were self-pollution. (Segal, 1997: 1992) Considering this, it comes 

as no surprise that children’s sexuality became repressed even to the point it was not spo-

ken about. There was no acknowledgement of children’s sexual subjectivities before Freud 

stepped in with his psychoanalysis. There were discourses about the problematic sexuality 

of children, which made sexuality a ‘fundamental problem’ in terms of parental education. 

The result of this was sexualizing children’s bodies and making them the object of fetish 

gaze. (Foucault, 1980: 120)  
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Psychoanalysis emerged much at the same time as sexology and it placed a lot of criticism 

on the views expressed by sexologists. When sexologists had connected biology and sexu-

ality, psychoanalysis connected sexuality to the internal mental life. Psychoanalysis did not 

deny the sexuality of children, but announced it was a natural part of human life circle. 

(Segal, 1997: 196) According to Segal (1997) Freud claimed: “The sexual drives are pre-

sent from the beginning, because sexual sensations attach themselves to the infant’s at-

tempts to satisfy essential biological needs, first of all, that of hunger.--” (Segal, 1997: 

196) Freud’s ideas were totally opposite to sexologists’ views on sexuality also otherwise. 

Hence, he was against the polarized view of the sexuality of two sexes arguing there was 

no scientific proof for the view that masculine sexuality was active and feminine sexuality 

passive. However, there was some controversy in his arguments and at times he seemed to 

assume some sort of fixed polarity in sexuality. For example, Freud’s view on non-

heterosexuality was that it was a confused form of heterosexuality. Accordingly, when he 

studied non-heterosexual female he stated she ‘turned into a man’ as she felt desire towards 

women. (Segal, 1997: 198-199) 

For a long time in history there were extreme punishments of homosexual behavior, but at 

the same time, Foucault (1990:101) argues, there was a widespread silent acceptance over 

it, which could be deduced for example from the infrequent juridical sentences. However, 

before 1900
th

 century there ‘was no’ homosexual, just the sodomite who engaged in the 

forbidden act. In the 1900
th

 century there were negative discourses of homosexuality (as 

mentioned it was classified as ‘unnatural’ and ‘perverse’ sexual behavior), which in a way 

‘created’ the homosexual. A homosexual person was seen to be affected by his sexuality in 

every way; it was the root for his actions. The moment homosexuality was characterized 

there was psychological, psychiatric, and medical categories for it and homosexuality be-

came one form of human sexuality. (Foucault, 1990: 43-44) Just as Foucault famously 

claims: “The sodomite had been a temporary aberration; the homosexual was now a spe-

cies.” (Foucault, 1990: 43) Because of the stigmatizing discourses, an oppositional dis-

course could be born using the same vocabulary which originally was stigmatizing homo-

sexuality. The counter discourse started to demand the legitimacy and ‘naturality’ of ho-

mosexuality. (Foucault, 1990: 101) In the 20
th

 century the repression of sexuality started to 

loosen and there was a hint of tolerance towards sexual behavior and the many taboos like 

non-heterosexuality and children’s sexuality (Foucault, 1990: 115). On the other hand, the 

knowledge of the uncertainty of the division into polarized sexuality, heterosexuality—
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homosexuality, has been there for at least a century and still there is paranoia and hostility 

towards non-heterosexuals (Segal, 1997: 217).  

During the 20
th

 century there have been big changes in the approach towards non-

heterosexuality. In Finland, as well as in many Western societies around the same time, 

non-heterosexuality was decriminalized in 1971 (Sorainen, 2013: 32). Towards the end of 

20
th

 century, the AIDS epidemic made the society turn against the homosexual community. 

The shock of the rejecting reaction in the face of this deadly disease turned into grassroot 

queer activism, which also spread to the academia and turned into queer theory, which was 

taking the arguments made against non-heterosexuals and turning them upside down. (So-

rainen, 2013: 24-25. See also Kekki, 1999: 203-205) 

The binary view of sexuality versus innocence, which has been present for centuries, has at 

times shaped sexuality into something dirty and shameful. Even though the society has 

changed, sexuality is still seen potentially harmful enough so it should not be part of chil-

dren’s lives. It is common to discuss children as innocent and asexual. As children’s sexu-

ality was denied in the history, their innocence became the object of fetishism and eroti-

cism (Robinson, 2013: 61). Consequently, sexuality is represented as dangerous for chil-

dren. The narratives of stranger danger, child sexual abuse, and child protection all take 

part in the intimidation. Foucault (1990: 84) theorizes censoring and argues that it intensi-

fies the fetishization of the forbidden object and makes it more desirable and an object for 

curiosity. One could therefore claim that the over-protection of children from sexuality is 

actually making children and the young more vulnerable as they become the center of fet-

ish gaze and curiosity, and are cut off important knowledge about other sexualities and 

views of gender.  

3.2 Development of sexual identity 

Sexuality is a multidimensional concept, which is difficult to define, and as Judith Butler 

(1993: 96) states, it is commonly simplified too much. She argues there are two opposi-

tional ways to describe sexuality nowadays: as a construct or as determined. A constructed 

sexuality is viewed somehow free and any person is seen to be free to ’rewrite their life’s 

manuscript’. Determined sexuality is seen as a counterpart for constructed sexuality, fixed 

and never changing. (Butler, 1993: 96) However, sexuality and sex are too complex in na-

ture to be defined fully satisfactorily. The view on sexuality in Western societies today is 
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often defined with strict boundaries. These boundaries can be traced back to the biological, 

medical and psychological discourses of sexuality (Lehtonen, 2003: 24). Even though there 

are some contradictory qualities in these discourses, they tend to support each other. In all 

these discourses the view on sexuality is still in many people’s minds intercourse-centered, 

seeing reproduction as the main goal for sexuality. (Lehtonen, 2003: 24) Based on this 

mind-set it is not hard to tell that heterosexuality is seen as the natural state for being. 

Some ten years ago (2003) Lehtonen pointed out that the discourse on sexuality was 

changing, but the starting point has still remained the same. Hence, children are still 

viewed more or less asexual, or at least, children are naturally heterosexual. 

Already young children can have a sense of a self which is built in reflection to the others, 

who the person is fond of or feels drawn to. Children are not asexual; they have feelings, 

desires and needs for which they have no names. Non-heterosexual children are no differ-

ent. Maria writes in her narrative how she as a child played with girls and had her first sex-

ual feelings towards them. “Already before I went to school, maybe when I was 5 or 6-

years-old, I became aware of my sexual subjectivity, when I played kissing games and oth-

er sexual games with a friend, who was a girl,” she writes
3
. Maria did not think much of 

these experiences, but somehow she realized she was ‘different’. Non-heterosexual youth 

usually recognize already in a young age their ‘difference’, but they have no proper under-

standing of the significance of their orientation before puberty (Grader and Archibald, 

2001: 6). Also Maria did not become properly aware of her sexuality before upper-

secondary school, which is when most non-heterosexuals become aware of their sexual 

orientation. Maria writes:  

“I did not exactly feel discriminated, my non-heterosexual identity just didn’t 

come up before upper-secondary school, it simply didn’t exist. However, this 

does not mean that on some level I was not aware of my difference. Subse-

quently, all the sexual experiences from my early childhood were with girls.”
4
 

Societal context influences how the development of one’s sexual identity progresses. The 

factors—whether there is information about, and concrete examples of the diversity of 

                                                 
3
 ”Seksuaalinen heräämiseni tapahtui jo ennen kouluaikoja, ehkä 5-6-vuotiaana, jolloin leikin pusu ja 

muita seksuaalisävytteisiä leikkejä kaverini kanssa, joka siis oli tyttö.” 
4
 ”En siis varsinaisesti tuntenut olevani syrjitty, ei-heteroseksuaalinen puoleni ei vain tullut esille ennen 

lukiota, se ei yksinkertaisesti ollut olemassa. Tämä ei tarkoita, ettenkö olisi jollakin tasolla kuitenkin itse 
tietoinen erilaisuudestani. Kaikki lapsuuden varhaiset seksuaaliset kokemukset olin kuitenkin kokenut 
tyttöjen kanssa.” 
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sexuality—matter. It is also significant what kind of attitudes the surrounding community 

has towards non-heterosexuality, which influences young people’s acceptance of their own 

and others’ identity. At any rate, the feeling of difference is real and at this point a child 

requires full support and acceptance from the others. (Vilkka, 2010: 63-64) 

Forrest and Ellis (2012) define sexuality in the following way: 

“We might describe sexuality as the element of identity that contains a sense 

of a self in which sexual feelings, ideologies, desires, and needs are integrat-

ed with one another and reconciled with modes of sexual expression and be-

haviors.” (Forrest and Ellis, 2012: 105)  

In other words, sexuality is more than sex, more than sexual behavior. Sexual identity is 

not merely the orientation or the sexual interest towards others, but it is part of the identity 

of humans (Grader and Archibald, 2001: 17). The development of sexual identity is a mul-

tidimensional process which is often perceived to start at the beginning of puberty and to 

continue through adolescence even though there is sexual activity like self-exploration 

during pre-puberty (Grader and Archibald, 2001: 6). The process of forming one’s sexual 

identity includes seeing oneself as sexual being, engaging in sexual behaviors, forming 

attitudes about sexual experiences and sexuality, and navigating the social, emotional, and 

physical challenges of sexual behavior. According to Grader and Archibald (2001: 3-5) the 

young work on their sexual identities on three levels: intrapersonal, interpersonal and in 

societal context. On the intrapersonal level adolescents try to integrate their sexual identi-

ties into a larger identity they have formed. On the interpersonal level adolescents shape 

their attitudes and expectations towards their sexual identities. These are shaped by the 

romantic and sexual relationships they see in their families and experience with their peers. 

The societal norms, values and constraints also affect the process as mentioned earlier. 

(Grader and Archibald, 2001: 3-5) The period of adolescence is very important for defining 

one’s sexual identity. As the school plays a significant role in young people’s lives and 

they spend a lot of their time there, I would argue that the school has a huge influence on 

the development of students’ identity, including their sexual identity. 

Sometimes, and especially with children and youth, how a person feels or experiences 

his/her sexuality cannot be seen in actions. When the internal world and actions do not 

meet it may bring about a difficult sense of dislocation. This can happen especially with 

non-heterosexual persons who may live in fear of being treated differently, if they express 
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their sexuality. (Forrest and Ellis, 2012: 105) Also societal norms prevent non-heterosexual 

children and youth from seeking for information about other sexualities and questioning 

the norms on sexuality and gender. Educational institutions reflect the norms of the society 

and so share the views on sexuality and gender with the wider society. This can be a reason 

for strong feelings of loneliness, differentiation and even self-exclusion of the non-

heterosexual youngsters at school. (Vilkka, 2010: 64) There are unfortunate examples of 

how much the attitudes of the society can affect the young non-heterosexuals as some of 

them see no other choice than to commit suicide. At the same time it is important to under-

line that not all non-heterosexual youth feel distress and consider extreme actions. Just like 

the four participants of this study, many non-heterosexuals have friends and families who 

support them, and other worries, pressure and contradictions in their lives resulting from 

other issues than their sexuality. Being non-heterosexual is not only distressing and diffi-

cult, but as rewarding as being a heterosexual is. (Sorainen, 2013: 27)  

3.3 Imagined unity of identity 

Identity goes hand in hand with identification. According to a cultural theorist and a soci-

ologist Stuart Hall (1996) we have identities that are fluid. Identity is not a stable core of 

self or ‘always-already self’.  (Hall, 1996: 16-17)  

“Precisely because identities are reconstructions within, not outside, dis-

course, we need to understand them as produced in specific historical and in-

stitutional sites within specific discursive formations and practices, by specif-

ic enunciative strategies.” (Hall, 1996: 17)  

So as we are discussing the sexual identities of people, we need to understand that their 

identities at time are constructed and reconstructed depending on the institution and histor-

ical time. Obviously, this concerns also the Finnish school institution. The discourse 

around sexuality affects the view on sexuality, to some degree it constructs sexuality, in 

education as in all societal activity. 

Stuart Hall (1996) argues that identity (and as its part, sexuality) is constructed through 

difference. It is constructed in relation to the other. Identity is what it is not, what it lacks. 

Both heterosexual and non-heterosexual identities are constructed through what they are 

not (in relation to the generally seen as a total opposite; female-male or heterosexual-

homosexual). Once we imagine our identities we create the other. What becomes important 
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is the power in these relations: Who has the stronger post to identify themselves on higher 

ground in relation to the others? (Hall, 1996: 17-18) In our society people are asked to 

identify themselves frequently: when filling in forms, introducing themselves to new peo-

ple, going to a bar targeted to certain kind of people. Identity works as identification and it 

is a uniting tool. Identity excludes and leaves out characteristics from self that belong to 

the other. However, all the identities have something that Stuart Hall refers to as a margin, 

something more.  The unity that identities bring through exclusion and othering is not a 

natural but an imagined one. This imagined unity, sameness, is the play of power and ex-

clusion. (Hall, 1996: 29) This is one reason for departing from the usage of the polarized 

understanding of hetero- and homosexual or female and male. In both ends, which are rep-

resented as opposites, there is something more, the margin.  

As the imagined unity can be the starting point for emancipation (of a minority group or 

repressed group e.g. women) it can turn its back on the group. Paradoxically, the unified 

identity is based on excluding and opposing the other and in this opposition the ‘stronger’ 

tends to take the victory. (Hall, 1996:19) Therefore, it is important to keep on defining 

sexuality and questioning our understanding of it. When certain sexual identities and their 

rights become too highlighted, there is a danger that the identities which are not as easily 

understood are outlined (as maybe homosexual and lesbian are). (Sorainen, 2013: 40. See 

also Kekki, 1999: 205-207) An example of this mechanism of marginalizing the other is 

given by Amber Ault (1996: 208) who argues: “The discursive production of a unitary 

lesbian culture and community also depends upon the suppression of bisexuality.” Her 

research on thirteen lesbian feminists showed there is a number of ways lesbian feminists 

marginalize bisexuals in discourse. There are hostile phrases used to describe bisexuals 

that work to diminish bisexuality as a legitimate category such as: trendy, experimenting, 

on the edge. (Ault, 1996: 210) 

Even though I have here professed identities are naturally constructed through difference I 

do not wish to say it is somehow natural that non-heterosexuals are pushed to the margin or 

that it is natural that some identities are marginalized within the margin i.e. creating minor-

ities within minorities. Neither do I mean to argue all lesbians marginalize bisexuals or all 

heterosexuals work to marginalize non-heterosexuals. The problem is in the overall heter-

onormative culture with the monosexuality and binary notions of gender and sexuality it 

professes —not in the individuals. Non-heterosexuals do not need to learn how to live with 

discrimination, instead there should be will to change the discriminative practices in our 

culture both within the norm and outside it. School is a natural place to provide compre-
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hensive education, which would decrease discrimination of non-heterosexuals and people 

outside the gender norms. Before this can be reached, the imagined unity of shared non-

heterosexual identity, queer identity, can help non-heterosexuals to abandon the expecta-

tions of heteronormative culture and create their own counter culture (Sorainen, 2013: 36). 

3.4 Sexuality and difference 

In this thesis the focus is on the heteronormativity which the non-heterosexuals have to 

face and cope with in society and the school system. In this chapter I will open up the con-

cept of heteronormativity with the help of a feminist philosopher Judith Butler, who dis-

cusses the multidimensional phenomenon of heterosexual imperative in her work Bodies 

that matter (1993). I will elaborate the question how the heterosexual matrix organizes the 

society. Hence, what is the role of heteronormativity in school education, since school is a 

reflection of society. I shall illustrate my discussion with the narratives from my data. 

Heidi and Maria both felt that their schools were very heteronormative. Heidi admitted that 

school was a heteronormative place, but she was not bothered with this fact.  “All in all, the 

school world was heterocentric but I didn’t mind really,” Heidi wrote.
5
 She kept returning 

to this theme in her narrative wondering why she was at ease with the surrounding world. 

She speculated her family background; her openly lesbian aunt and well-selected friends 

had influenced her self-esteem in such a way that she had never felt ‘wrong’ even in the 

heteronormative school culture. Maria on the other hand counted that heterosexuals and 

heterosexual couples were perceived as normal and natural, and non-heterosexuals as dif-

ferent and abnormal, or they were not represented at all making them ‘non-existent’. This 

made her feel frustrated and angry, because she felt it necessity that non-heterosexuals 

would be taken into consideration on the daily basis in classrooms and in all society. From 

all the narratives it became clear that Finnish schools have mainly heteronormative practic-

es and the way teachers encounter non-heterosexuals and discuss sexuality is basically in 

line with the heteronormative culture.  

In our society heterosexuality is seen as the norm. It is normal that a man prefers women 

and vice versa. This idea relies strongly on the gender division in the two opposite sexes, 

one feminine and one masculine. Butler (1993: 3) argues that the heterosexual imperative 

enables certain sexed identifications and forecloses other possibilities. According to Butler, 

                                                 
5
 ”Kaiken kaikkiaan koulumaailma oli heterokeskeinen, mutta sekään ei haitannut minua.” 
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in this heterosexual matrix the man and the woman exist as opposites and as definitions to 

each other and cannot exist without this relation (Butler, 1993: 51). This is the basis for 

any given discussion and many daily practices, which people are not even aware of, such 

as boy-girl seating order in classrooms or an innocent question to a new female co-worker: 

“Do you have a boyfriend?” Comments like these are harmless, but show how we expect 

all people around us to be heterosexuals. Laura writes about the remarkable difference be-

tween her friend, who did not expect heterosexual behavior from Laura, and other friends, 

who did: “One of my friends was great. She did not get tired of every now and then bring-

ing up my sexuality in a positive way, and she never tried to fit me into any will-find-her-

prince-charming category. […] Instead my best friends acted as if I never told them. One 

of them would blurt out time after time things like you will eventually find some nice boy.”
6
 

Heteronormative thinking includes positioning heterosexual orientation before any other 

given sexual orientation and seeing it as the only correct and natural way of being. This 

can be seen in Laura’s narrative. In her narrative we see how people can expect non-

heterosexuals to eventually change their orientation ‘back’ to the norm. 

Heteronormative thinking can be very well sensed from the discussion around the equal 

marriage law in Finland. Hence, the right to marry one’s partner of the same sex is not an 

easy topic. It is a matter of heated discussions and about the question whether this different 

way of life should be allowed. Butler positions these kinds of reactions emerging from the 

panic over the loss of masculine power. She argues that when the heteronormative practic-

es are questioned, also many gendered practices are questioned. This puts the masculine 

heterosexual order under a spotlight. Butler (1993: 51) states: “The masculinist institution 

– and the phallocentric homophobia it encodes-is not an origin, but only the effect of that 

very prohibition, fundamentally dependent on that which it must exclude.” What Butler 

means is that the masculine order is tightly connected to the diversity of sexualities and the 

different views on gender which are excluded. Therefore, it cannot exist as the excluded 

become stronger. In a way, there needs to be a ‘staging’ for the play, something outside the 

order (sexual difference) that supports the oppositional positions (masculine and feminine.) 

(Butler, 1993: 51-52) This ‘staging’ needs to stay insignificant, which is why sexual differ-

ence and its struggles for more significance are the cause for panic. 

                                                 
6
 ”Yksi ystävistäni olikin ihan huippu. Hän jaksoi aina välillä tuoda positiivisesti lesbouttani esiin, eikä kos-

kaan niputtanut minua mihinkään löytää-vielä-unelmiensa-prinssin kategoriaan. […] Sen sijaan parhaat 

ystäväni olivat kuin en olisi mitään kertonutkaan. Yksi heistä möläytteli kerta toisensa jälkeen sellaisia to-

teamuksia, että kyllä sinä vielä jonkun kivan pojan löydät.” (Names have been  removed) 
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In a heteronormative culture non-heterosexuality is defined in relation to the norm. The 

discourse in which non-heterosexuality is defined is a discourse of power in which the 

stronger defines the weaker (Radel, 1994: 176). As I have pointed out earlier, the power 

play can be traced back centuries. For a long time homosexuality was ‘non-existent’, si-

lenced, which is one way of exercising power. Only for the last couple of centuries homo-

sexuality has ‘existed’ as an ill of the society, a decadent perversity. (Foucault, 1990: 43) 

This definition has a dialectic relationship with the society. As homosexuality is the ill, the 

heteronormative society is its counterpart, healthy. An individual who suffers from the 

illness of homosexuality can be ‘cured’, but only with the help of the healthy society, 

which creates a power-relation between the patient and the healer (Radel, 1994: 176-177). 

For a long time, and still today, homosexuality is seen as a quality of a person rather than 

one dimension of one’s identity. The definition of a unique homosexual, who has certain 

personality traits, his own community, and culture has led to a distinction between non-

heterosexuality and the norm. Because of the peculiarity, non-heterosexuality is not seen as 

a natural dimension of human sexuality, but as the difference of it. (Radel, 1994: 176-177) 
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4 SCHOOL AND SEXUALITY 

In this section I will discuss school in relation to sexuality education and the view on sexu-

ality, but also the influence school has on the development of students’ sexual identity. In 

the Finnish educational setting the talk about sexuality and sex is limited to a few subjects, 

sexual and health education, biology, religion and ethics – even though the attitudes and 

values are passed on also in other subjects and in informal settings during the school day 

(e.g. recess, discussions between teachers and students). Sexuality education differs in con-

tent, quality and quantity depending on region and teachers (Lehtonen, 2003: 51.) Howev-

er, in general the emphasis of sexuality education is on reproductive-biology, contraception 

and prevention of sexually transmitted diseases (from now on referred as SDTs). As the 

Finnish school is still strongly heteronormative, it is no surprise the starting points for dis-

cussions are heterosexually positioned and they concentrate on the two ‘opposite’ sexes. 

This can be seen in the emphasis of teaching and teaching materials. (Lehtonen, 2010: 96) 

Sexuality in school, but especially non-heterosexuality, is still a taboo topic, which can be 

seen from various indicators. There is a will to maintain school as a non-sexual environ-

ment, even though sexuality is part of our daily lives whether it is talked about or not. 

4.1 Heteronormativity and the censorship of sexuality in young people’s lives 

There is a variety of social, political, educational and legal regulations to protect the inno-

cence of childhood. These regulations “constitute children as the powerless and dependent 

other in relation to adults in society.” (Robinson, 2013: 5) Regulations control what is 

normal. They impact the way children are treated and viewed in the family, in the schools, 

and in the society. The discourse contributing in the representation of the ‘innocent child’ 

has led to debates around children’s sexuality, which has had various kinds of controversial 

arguments (e.g. “children are naturally heterosexual”, ”sexuality is dangerous to the moral 

development of a child”, “children are asexual and innocent”). The debates influence the 

way sexuality is talked about, taught and approached in schools and other educational insti-

tutions, and also how non-heterosexual children are encountered in schools. (Robinson, 

2013) 

Moral panic is not a new phenomenon: Each generation has caused a panic over their new 

ways, or imagined ways, of socialization. Moral panic is usually caused by the imagined 
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corruption of sexuality and innocence of young people. Kerry H. Robinson (2013) argues 

that there have been debates worldwide over the sexualization of children through popular 

culture, advertisement, and inappropriate contents of internet (Robinson, 2013: 58). Some 

moral panicking has also been visible in Finland during the last decade. For example, in 

the year 2005 non-discrimination act reform did not include a demand for non-

discrimination plan, which would prevent sexualized and gendered harassment, in primary 

schools. In the reform the non-discrimination plan was required from upper-secondary 

schools and vocational institutions and the reasoning behind the lack of requirement in 

primary level was simple: Children’s world should not be sexualized too early. (Lehtonen, 

2010: 95) Robinson (2013: 59-60) states that the discourse around children’s innocence 

and ‘pure’ sexuality (or asexuality) is based on no or very little actual research. In this dis-

course people make direct cause-effect –assumptions between the sexualization of chil-

dren’s lives and young men’s increased engagement in sexual harassment, or even phe-

nomenon such as eating disorders, which are the consequence of a certain body-image 

propagated as sexy. These kinds of discussions are making wild generalizations of children 

and representing them as passive victims of the surrounding world. Robinson continues to 

explain that central for these discussions is overlooking children’s sexual subjectivities, 

desires and agency, and they lack the voice of children as well as the youth. (Robinson, 

2013: 59-60) 

School is a micro cosmos of society so as the society bears these conservative values and 

views on children’s sexuality the school follows the same routine. Foucault (1980) argues 

that power and knowledge go hand in hand. There is a production of ‘true’ knowledge 

through power, and one cannot exercise power except through the production of ‘truth’. 

Schools in their own way are part of the production of ‘truth’ through their every day prac-

tices. The curricula, pedagogies, organizational practices all emphasize certain knowledge, 

‘truth’, over the others. All of this becomes part of defining the norm, the good citizen, 

student and child. (Robinson, 2013: 65) The concepts with which sexuality is talked about 

is setting children aside and picturing adults as the only active sexual beings (Sorainen, 

2013: 39). At the moment the image of an asexual child is part of the norm and schools 

silence the other voices effectively. Anna, Laura, Heidi and Maria witnessed the censor-

ship of sexuality in school. Maria writes: “There was a conspiracy of silence over non-

heterosexuality, and the topic and ‘these kinds of people’ just didn’t exist in the school 
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world.”
7
 On the basis of the narratives in my data the conspiracy of silence seems to reach 

also outside the school. The participants write about parents, teachers and peers, who wish 

this topic was not discussed at all. Anna experienced primary school as an especially het-

eronormative place: Boys were boys, girls were girls, there was nothing in between, and 

boys were meant to like girls. There seemed to be no way to even discuss any other op-

tions. 

Heidi has an aunt, who registered her relationship with another woman and started a family 

during Heidi’s primary school years. Heidi states this was not a problem in her family, but 

her mother insisted Heidi and her sister to keep silent about their aunt’s sexuality. Heidi 

thinks their mother wanted to protect them from name calling and bullying. Heidi can re-

member disagreeing with her mother, but keeping silent for a long time. However, there 

were issues she would have wanted to discuss with someone. Later on, she broke the si-

lence after an unpleasant discussion over non-heterosexuals amongst her peers, and half 

anxious half excited announced her aunt was a lesbian. In lower-secondary school, she can 

recall feeling proud about her aunt, her aunt’s sexuality, and her aunt’s fight for the rights 

of sexual minorities, and Heidi talked about it openly. I would argue the general censorship 

of sexuality forced also Heidi’s mother to protect her children with silence. As sexuality 

and especially non-heterosexuality were not discussed in any way at school the information 

over Heidi’s aunt could have led to bullying and name calling. On the other hand, since 

Heidi saw her aunt’s sexuality in a positive light it seems to have had only empowering 

effect on her instead of victimizing her. 

Heidi’s experience shows how far reaching the censorship is. In the sixth grade Heidi made 

a presentation with her friend about the Russian girl duet t.A.T.u, who were known to be a 

girl couple. Heidi asked the teacher’s permission to tell her class about the scandal caused 

by the duet’s relationship. The teacher forbade Heidi and her friend to bring up the topic in 

their presentation and so it was not discussed. Heidi’s teacher’s reaction is in line with the 

general view that non-heterosexuals are ‘too sexual’ for school. Laura’s peers showed they 

shared this same view, when they discussed together could there be a children’s story with 

a gay couple. Laura’s friends stated it would be ‘too sexual’ for children, and Laura under-

stood it to mean that non-heterosexuals are somehow dirty and over-sexualized. She was 

left wondering why a gay couple getting married was an implication of sex acts and heter-

                                                 
7
 ”Koko ei-heteroseksuaalisuuden ympärillä oli hiljaisuuden kulttuuri eikä tämä aihe ja “tälläiset” ihmiset 

olleet lainkaan olemassa koulumaailmassa.” 
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osexual couple’s wedding was not. Mock weddings are part of lower grades and early 

childhood teaching in many schools, which shows they are seen age appropriate. Would 

they be age appropriate with non-heterosexual couples? Probably not, as usually what is 

against the heteronormative perception of sexuality and taken-for-granted truths is repre-

sented as over-sexuality or ‘wrong’ sexuality. (Sorainen, 2013: 34) 

4.2 Sexuality and education 

In Finland in the sexuality education there is still a lot to be done. Lehtonen (2003, 2010) 

has analyzed sexuality education and the view on sexuality in the Finnish school system. 

The problematic issues of sexuality education and teaching of sexuality and sex are widely 

discussed by Lehtonen (2003) in his research. First of all the students are all assumed to be 

heterosexual and the focus is on the biological sexuality (heterosexual intercourse and re-

production), and avoiding the risks of heterosexual intercourse (unwanted pregnancy and 

STDs.) This is naturally linked to the second problem, which is the lack of diversity dis-

course in the sexuality education. Sexual diversity is underrepresented in the materials and 

usually homosexuality is an example of difference. It is represented as ‘other people’s 

problem’, and not considered as a quality of some of the students. Thirdly, the view on 

sexuality is idealistic and represented from the perspective of adults. Also schools are still 

misrepresenting family-diversity in almost all of the school materials: Mom, dad and a 

child construct an idealistic and heteronormative nuclear family, which is an image becom-

ing more and more controversial in our changing world including families in all shapes, 

sizes and colors of rainbow. Thus, ideas about what a 'proper' family is like are slowly 

changing, and it seems even the Finnish conceptions are getting more varied (e.g. Pesonen: 

2013). Last, sexuality education lacks discussions about desire, feelings and pleasure. The 

dreams, desires, or fears of the young students are not considered in the teaching at all. 

There are differences in teaching materials and the way teachers approach stereotypical 

and heteronormative materials, but the experiences of Maria, Heidi, Laura and Anna also 

coincide with what Jukka Lehtonen (2003, 2010) has found in his research. 

4.2.1 Only about sex 

According to the research carried out by Lehtonen (2003:54-56) sexuality education in 

Finland concentrates on reproduction and the changes in female and male body in puberty. 
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The teaching follows traditional discourse on heterosexual sex, which emphasizes the sex-

ual act (heterosexual intercourse) and the consequences of it without any nuances describ-

ing differences, options and personal choices of individuals.  When sexuality education is 

strictly bound to biology and the biological changes in puberty, it tends to emphasize the 

differences in female and male body. Lehtonen (2003) argues this kind of teaching polariz-

es the two sexes by describing totally opposite changes such as menstruation and ejacula-

tion as equivalents. This kind of irrational comparison can be found in many biology text-

books as an example of the effect of puberty to the body. What makes this comparison 

irrational is the experience an individual has of these changes, viz. ejaculation is something 

pleasurable whereas menstruation is painful and unpleasant for most of women. Already 

this seemingly harmless example pictures the male sexuality as active and enjoyable and 

female sexuality in connection to reproduction. Thus, Lehtonen (2003) proclaims female 

sexuality is represented only as motherhood and in connection to giving birth without any 

mention about female desire or pleasure. This is putting the two sexes on unequal grounds 

to start with, but it is also making the heterosexual-reproductive-sex a platitude. Following 

the argumentation of Lehtonen (2003) the biological viewpoint to sexuality education is 

not adequate to answer all the questions on sexuality and sex: “The polarized picture of 

two opposite sexes in teaching is not enough to represent the diversity of nature and hu-

man body.” (p.58, my own translation
8
) 

The experiences of Anna and Laura support the argument that sexuality education is con-

stricted to heterosexual intercourse and the consequences of it. They felt sexuality educa-

tion was all about heterosexual intercourse. Anna states that there were two approaches to 

sexuality education: ‘sterile’ and ‘non-expressive’, which included monotonous descrip-

tions of the reproductive organs and conception, and ‘informative’, which meant infor-

mation about how to prevent pregnancy and encouraged abstinence until one was ‘ready’. 

In health education lessons Laura was quite stereotypically shown the use of condom with 

help of a banana and was explained about the importance of first time as something special 

to be shared with a trusted loved one. Anna says all the teaching was perfectly heteronor-

mative with no mention about other possibilities. She says it was all about relationships, 

contraception and girl’s right to say no, but mentions that these discussions seemed to 

make teachers uncomfortable so they were minimal and not too thorough, which can also 

                                                 
8
 ”Kouluopetuksen selvärajainen polarisoiva sukupuolijako-oppi ei tuo esiin luonnon ja ihmisruumin moni-

naisuutta” (Lehtonen, 2003: 58) 
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be seen from Laura’s experiences. The topics Anna and Laura were taught are important 

and it is vital these issues are discussed at school. Nevertheless, it is significant what was 

missing from the teaching. These issues will be discussed next.  

4.2.2 Missing the critical discussions 

One problematic issue is the connection between sexuality education and young people’s 

life worlds. As mentioned in the previous chapter sexuality education is ‘only about sex’, 

heterosexual sex, which does not meet the realities of all the young students. One of 

Laura’s experiences is a perfect example of this. She tells a story from health education 

lesson in seventh grade where they had a playful quiz about sex, which had a question 

about whether oral sex was sex or not. In the end Laura had learned oral sex was indeed 

sex, but didn’t know what it was, was it common, or why people do it. “Is it something a 

woman can also enjoy?” she wondered and was left with confusion, since there was no 

follow up discussion after the quiz. Young students do not have, or might have very little 

experience of sex, and they might not see the teaching interesting or relevant for them, but 

also they might be left as confused as Laura was. Often sex is described from the perspec-

tive of adults; it is a depersonalized, heterosexual act and its risks and dangers are exagger-

ated. Usually STDs are described in length as well as pregnancy, its phases, and how to 

prevent it. For many of the students, these issues are not relevant at the moment and for 

non-heterosexual students the concentration on heterosexual sex can be frustrating. 

(Lehtonen, 2003:59) There is no place to deny the importance of the issues mentioned or 

that youngsters would not be interested in the questions of sex and sexuality, but the fact is 

their questions are not answered by introducing a list of STDs and an instruction of how to 

use condoms. Young students can have various dreams, thoughts, and questions on sexu-

ality and sex, which should be addressed as well as the aspects of safe sex. The discussion 

on sex and the diversity of sexuality should be altered according to the developmental 

phase of the students. 

For most of the students family-planning or even active sexual-life are not current issues. 

Hence, it would be important to discuss student’s feelings, desires, fears, and dreams 

alongside the sex talk. The stairs of sexuality (Seksuaalisuuden portaat) by the Finnish 

National Board of Education (Opetushallitus), which were present in Laura’s narrative, are 

used in teaching and they are clearly aiming towards this unison. The stairs include nine 
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steps of sexual development varying from secret crush to holding hands. The idea of the 

steps is that development happens in three different levels, emotional, rational, and biolog-

ical, which are all taken under consideration in all of the steps.  (Korteniemi-Poikela ja 

Cacciatore, n.d.) However, it is again up to the teacher to bring the different aspects into 

the teaching. Laura can remember the stairs of sexuality as very narrow and frustrating. 

Laura ended up cutting pictures to the different steps of sexuality lesson after lesson and 

says the steps felt narrow. Her teacher introduced the last step to be only about intercourse, 

when in reality it includes much more, such as good relationship skills, tenderness, love 

etc. These aspects would have been important to discuss as well as the sexual act itself. 

Laura who identifies herself lesbian was obviously not receiving information that would 

have been relevant for the development of her sexuality.  

According to Fine and McClelland (2006), who have studied sexuality education and its 

influence on the development in adolescence in the USA, the concentration on risks and 

the negative side of sex (e.g. unwanted pregnancy, abuse, sexual violence) alienates ado-

lescents from their own sexuality and misrepresents the variety of human relations and 

sexual desire. Even though the talk about risk prevention is important, sex is also about 

desire, intimacy, pleasure, affection, and care. If education only focuses on the negative 

side, sex and also sexuality become something to fear about and to be ashamed of. This 

kind of sexuality education does not provide the information and support to develop a 

healthy adult sexuality, which should be the aim for the whole subject. (Fine and McClel-

land, 2006: 326) The talk about risks without empowering discussions fails to support 

those most in need for critical conversations on sexuality and sex. It only leads to victimiz-

ing the students and providing them nothing to fight back with:  

“The absence of a discourse of desire, combined with the lack of analysis of 

the language of victimization, may actually retard the development of sexual 

subjectivity and responsibility in students. Those most “at risk” of victimiza-

tion through pregnancy, disease, violence, or harassment — all female stu-

dents, low-income females in particular, and non-heterosexual males — are 

those most likely to be victimized by the absence of critical conversation in 

public schools--” (Fine, 1988: 49-50). 

The young need open discussions about the topic and an environment where they do not 

need to be ashamed or worried about the consequences of the discussions. Especially for a 
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non-heterosexual student, who does not know whether s/he is alone with the thoughts and 

questions it would be vital to be part of discussions and teaching in which non-

heterosexual orientation would not be something to tolerate, but an equal orientation. Anna 

writes: “Afterwards I have wondered would I have understood myself a bit better and felt 

less like an outsider earlier, if there had been discussions over the diversity of sexuality 

and gender at school.”
9
 Anna felt anxious at school and wonders if this was the reason. 

The students might seem unease to discuss these topics, but it is clear on the basis of the 

narratives, as well as on the basis of the general knowledge we have of school education 

that the discussions are needed. As Fine and McClelland (2006) state: “Young people are 

dying for good conversation about sexuality, and are dying without it” (p.328) 

4.2.3 Representation of non-heterosexuals 

Sexuality education takes a heteronormative stand, but Finnish sexuality education is also 

misrepresenting any other sexual orientation. Maria, Anna and Heidi all can recall very 

few times if any when other sexualities than heterosexuality were discussed or brought up 

in the lessons. Laura’s teacher had mentioned that her first boyfriend had nowadays a male 

partner. This was one of the two examples from all the participants of a teacher, who 

somehow acknowledged the existence of non-heterosexuals. However, Laura doesn’t dis-

cuss this further and probably it wasn’t discussed either at school. Heidi cannot remember 

non-heterosexuals being discussed at all and she is certain they were not as she was occu-

pied with these issues herself. Anna has similar memories. Her primary school had many 

students and teachers with strong religious backgrounds, and she says this influenced the 

atmosphere of the school: It was as if other sexualities or gender definitions did not exist. 

They were not talked about even in the recess.  

If other sexualities are mentioned in the teaching material, they are usually referred to as 

“they”, the other. It is not considered that one of the students could be part of these minori-

ties. ‘They’ are usually described in a special section of the material with a heading like 

‘Difference’. (Lehtonen, 2003: 66) All in all the participants did not have much to say 

about the representation of non-heterosexuals as many of them noted non-heterosexuals 

were not represented, full stop.  There were few notions about mentions of other sexualities 

                                                 
9
 ”Jälkeenpäin olen miettinyt, olisinko kuitenkin ymmärtänyt itseäni jo nuorempana vähän paremmin ja tun-

tenut oloni vähemmän ulkopuoliseksi, jos koulussa olisi puhuttu sukupuolen ja seksuaalisuuden moninaisuu-

desta.” 
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in school materials. Heidi can remember a chapter from her biology book stating some-

thing in lines with “Homosexuals have feelings for a person of the same sex.” Laura on the 

other hand was confused with her health education book: ”There was a mention in a health 

education book that the homosexual feelings in youth might not be a phase. A phase? Can 

my feelings be only a phase?”
10

 As these issues were not discussed further at school, the 

content of the books remains somewhat irrelevant to the students. However, it is worth 

underlining that all the school material still fails to represent the diversity of humanity in 

relation to sexuality. The school material is not providing any support for the young non-

heterosexuals. In lower-secondary school Laura yearned for age appropriate stories about 

non-heterosexuals and dreamed of writing traditional fairytales and children’s stories with 

non-heterosexual characters. “Nothing too sexual, just evil witches, dragons to be defeated, 

saved kingdoms, and ever-lasting happiness,” Laura writes.
11

 It is clear she would have 

needed stories, pictures, examples, showing non-heterosexuals in a positive, or at least neu-

tral, light. 

Debates over the rights of sexual minorities are a traditional way to discuss non-

heterosexuals. The topic is usually difficult and similar with the public debates. In these 

debates non-heterosexuals are usually represented with short, one-dimensional, and stereo-

typical comments and pictures of adults (Lehtonen, 2003: 66-69).  This creates an illusion 

that non-heterosexuals are a peculiarity from the adult world that needs to be tolerated, but 

not accepted as equal. ‘Tolerating’ non-heterosexuals is marginalizing them and labeling 

them as less worthy than heterosexuals (Sorainen, 2013: 38). The one-dimensional com-

ments also do not bring new views to the discussion. The only time Maria can recall other 

sexualities were approached in teaching was in lower-secondary school in a debate-like 

situation. Her religion teacher asked them to vote whether or not non-heterosexuals should 

have the right to adopt, the students raised their hands to show what they thought, and only 

one hand was raised in favor for the gay rights. Maria admits shamefully it was not hers, 

but says this was a very sensitive topic for her at the time and as a bullied child she did not 

want to stand out from the mainstream. Clearly in this case the teacher did not consider one 

of the students, or more, could be non-heterosexual and affected by this “discussion”. As 

there was no prior teaching or any in depth discussions afterwards, similarly there were no 

                                                 
10

 ”Terveystiedon kirjassa mainittiin, että nuoruuden homoseksuaaliset-ihastukset eivät välttämättä ole vai-

heita. Vaiheita? Voivatko tunteeni siis olla pelkkä vaihe?” 
11

 ”Ei siis mitään hurjaa sekstailua, vaan pahoja noitia, voitettavia lohikäärmeitä, yhdistyviä kuningaskuntia 

ja ikuista onnea.” 
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comments after the voting, we can conclude this voting situation did not serve the purpose 

of opening up the minds of the students for greater understanding of the diversity of life.  

These kinds of practices put non-heterosexuals in margins. This view is strengthened by 

the stereotypical idea of non-heterosexual thoughts as a ‘phase’, which is normal part of 

puberty but will later pass. Laura’s health education book gave her this impression. It left 

her with doubt about her sexuality and she decided not to talk about it with anyone before 

she knew for certain. Laura borrowed art history books from library to look at the paintings 

of female bodies and wondered if she was attracted by them or not. The relevant question 

is: Who or what purpose does this kind of teaching material offered to youngsters, and 

teaching methods employed in our schools serve? They are not supporting the growth of a 

non-heterosexual youngster into a healthy adult as it is clear considering the experiences of 

Laura and Maria that it only makes the unsecure young to withdraw from the discussion. 

Teaching based on heteronormativity do not make heterosexual students more aware or 

understanding towards non-heterosexuals, on the contrary, their understanding of non-

heterosexuality as a phase can lead to mitigating their peers who are open about their non-

heterosexuality. Laura experienced this after coming out to her two best friends, who acted 

as if she had not told anything and kept on commenting how she would in the end find 

some nice boy. Lehtonen (2003: 66) also states that representing non-heterosexuality as a 

phase in puberty is supporting the view of heterosexuality as the only normal way of being. 

This is usually supported by representing non-heterosexuality with statistics, which shows 

the marginality of the phenomenon. On the other hand, statistics can also be used positive-

ly: To show that non-heterosexuals do exist in all communities no matter how disapprov-

ing these communities would be. 

4.2.4 Nuclear family as the sign of success 

What is discussed besides sex is family. Most of the teaching materials in different subjects 

portray family in the same heteronormative way i.e. married man and woman with a child. 

Besides teaching material, peers, media, children’s literature, and popular culture all take 

part in creating the heteronormative marriage myth (Robinson, 2013: 92). Nuclear family 

is perceived as the goal for a successful life (Lehtonen, 2003, 2010). The view that we 

work for the future, for our children’s future, is still strongly present at schools (Sorainen, 

2013: 28). The representation of family as a heteronormative nuclear family is dismissing 
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the diversity of families. By portraying only one type of family the teaching materials are 

taking part in the discourse that is normalizing, classifying, disciplining, and constructing 

what it means to be a good child, student, parent, or citizen. Non-heterosexuals cannot 

reach what it takes to become successful in this view, but the view is not harmful only for 

the non-heterosexual students or children of same-sex couples. Also for the students com-

ing from different types of families like single parent households or blended families these 

images are telling their families do not fit the norm. 

In a research carried out in Australia in 2009 (Robinson, 2013: 79) they found that many 

same-sex parents were concerned over the failure to acknowledge different family struc-

tures in schooling practices and policies. A good example of this are mother’s and father’s 

day celebrations, which can be difficult for children for many reasons starting from having 

same-sex parents to having lost one’s parent. Many times teachers also engage with the 

heteronormative discourse by referring to the future of the students by saying: “When you 

get married…” This is assuming first of all that all the students wish to start a family, but 

also that they are all heterosexual and can get married. Robinson (2013) states on the basis 

of his research of children’s understanding of relationships, love, marriage, and intimacy 

that: “Marriage was considered a rite of passage and an expected part of children becom-

ing adults.” (p. 92) As family and marriage talk is often part of education in primary 

school, Lehtonen (2003: 62) argues that the discussions over family emphasize the expec-

tation of motherhood for girls and fatherhood for boys. This is limiting sexuality as some-

thing that is relevant only after marriage, but it is also making marriage a sign of success in 

life—no matter what the marital relationship is like. 

Finland is a secularized country, but religion is still part of the commonly shared values 

and traditions. Even though, more and more people state they do not believe in God, they 

still take part in the important religious ceremonies like weddings, baptism, and confirma-

tion. Also the view on marriage, family, and sexuality are affected by religion; marriage is 

between a man and a woman. A married couple can start a family and thus fulfil the expec-

tations of their sexes, motherhood and fatherhood. The religious sects have a big influence 

on the communities in many areas in Finland, which can also be sensed from Anna’s narra-

tive. She writes about the religious students and teachers, Old-Laestadians, in her school 

and how their strict views on family, sexuality and sex had an impact on the atmosphere of 

the school. Strict religious views of a teacher or the community can have a big influence on 

the way sexuality is represented in a school. Anna writes:  
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“I went to primary school in an area where all the families lived in their own 

houses. Everyone was white and everyone went to the church. Many of my 

peers were Laestadians as well as many of the teachers were openly reli-

gious. I can’t remember that anything else than heterosexuality or other gen-

ders than man and woman would have been even mentioned at school. Other 

options simply didn’t exist.”
12

 

4.3 Teachers and the ‘difficult’ topic of sexuality 

The previous chapter discussed the teaching materials and methods in relation to sexuality 

education. They paint their own picture of sexuality education in Finland and the view on 

sexuality given by the school. However, it depends on a teacher how s/he uses the materi-

als, and whether or not s/he confronts the heteronormative-narrative in the teaching or in 

discussions with students. The experiences of Maria, Laura, Heidi and Anna show it is still 

difficult for teachers to confront the young non-heterosexuals not even mentioning meeting 

their needs as students who belong to a minority group. Anna stated it was clear teachers 

did not feel comfortable talking about sexuality and so they rather did not. This can be seen 

from the experiences of the others as well. When Heidi was forbidden to discuss the scan-

dal the lesbian girl duo t.A.T.U. caused with their non-heterosexual relationship, her teach-

er joined the conspiracy of silence over the subject. Her teacher also escaped the discussion 

of this topic in the classroom. It is impossible to know the reasoning behind this decision, 

but as a result of this decision non-heterosexuals were not discussed or even brought up in 

Heidi’s primary education. This was probably easier for the teacher as the topic was for 

this teacher difficult to address.  

Maria’s university peers, future primary school teachers, might provide an explanation to 

Heidi’s teacher’s decision. In their discussions over this topic, Maria’s peers were afraid of 

parents’ reactions if they discussed non-heterosexuals or their rights at primary school. 

Their opinion that sexuality did not belong at school is shared widely. Robinson (2013: 81) 

states teachers’ do not engage with more inclusive education because of the risks they see 

in doing so: the consequences of challenging what is often perceived as the natural order 

                                                 
12

 ”Kävin alakouluni alueella, jossa kaikki perheet asuivat omakotitaloissa. Kaikki olivat valkoisia, ja kaikki 

kuuluivat kirkkoon. Iso osa koulukavereistani oli lestadiolaisia, ja myös monet opettajat olivat avoimesti 

uskonnollisia. En muista, että koulussa olisi ikinä mainittu edes välitunnilla muita seksuaalisuuden muotoja 

kuin heterous tai muita mahdollisia sukupuolia kuin mies ja nainen. Muuta ei yksinkertaisesti ollut olemas-

sa.” 
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(common-sense knowledge or taken-for-granted truths) can be harsh. It is not easy to open 

a counter-narrative on any social justice issue, but Robinson’s (2013) research on early 

childhood educators in Australia reveals that especially taboo topics, such as sexuality and 

gender, are extremely difficult to address in educational institutions, and I would argue the 

same in Finland. The professional risks in opening a new narrative on sexuality and gender 

issues in a school community are extensive. Robinson (2013: 82) lists for example lack of 

support from colleagues and managers, questioning of the validity of including certain top-

ics into the teaching, and even hostility and harassment. In extreme cases these conse-

quences can force the teacher to leave the work place as the situation grows unbearable. 

The acknowledgement of these risks acts as a powerful self-control mechanism, and keeps 

individuals from stepping outside the common practices. The prejudice against non-

heterosexuals is frightening, pointed out by Sorainen (2013: 32). 

Opettaja, the magazine of Finnish trade union of education OAJ (Opetusalan ammattijär-

jestö), conducted a questionnaire study for Finnish teachers about sexual diversity in 2010 

(Puustinen&Tikkanen, 2010). The 1002 participants of the study were teachers and princi-

pals from different educational levels from different parts of Finland. The study revealed 

the harsh reality of the non-heterosexual students. When the teachers were asked how they 

think other students react to a peer telling about his/her homosexuality, only 12% replied 

the reaction is an easy acceptance, 36% replied the reaction is rejective, and as much as 

16% replied there to be name calling, bullying and harassment. These figures show teach-

ers do not find Finnish school as a safe environment for non-heterosexual students. In this 

light it is interesting that 84% of the teachers answered they do not require more infor-

mation about sexual minorities or matters connected to sexuality. Somewhat surprisingly, 

many of the teachers say it is not difficult to talk about sexuality in lessons. As we know 

what teachers think would happen if a student was open about his/her non-heterosexuality, 

and if we consider that over 70 % of the teachers thought that sexual orientation of students 

and teachers is a taboo topic in the school world (Puustinen&Tikkanen, 2010), it is easy to 

come to a conclusion that teachers need more knowledge of sexuality and help to deal with 

sexuality related issues at school. The reason why teachers do not see the need themselves 

can be the risk that is linked to the counter-narrative, but also the heteronormativity of 

Finnish school that is deep in the structures. There are strong fears over the sexualization 

of the school. 
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Laura was the only one amongst my research persons who confronted her teacher about the 

heteronormative remarks at school. In lower-secondary school Laura was already aware of 

her own sexual identity and had also told her friends about it. Her homeroom teacher (luo-

kanvalvoja) was telling her how in the future she would find a nice boy and move in with 

him and so on. Laura corrected this mistake and her teacher fell silent. Laura writes that 

she cannot say what her teacher was thinking. But we can assume she was left wondering 

as she now shares the experience in her autobiography. The students are not safe from the 

expectation to be heterosexual, but the norms have also affected our gender conceptions, 

which affects all the students—not only the non-heterosexual students. The unwritten rules 

of accepted behavior and expression in terms of gender are still strict, and teachers and 

students are not safe from this prejudice.  

Heidi’s experience is a good example of just how stereotyped the image of non-

heterosexuals is and how strict the gender-codes are. Heidi had a female teacher in lower-

secondary school, who was in Heidi’s words masculine and known to be single. Most of 

the other teachers were married and so being single was a significant difference. The stu-

dents speculated she was lesbian and twisted her name as she had a man’s name as her 

family name. Heidi states she was a nice and liked teacher and was not called names oth-

erwise. As non-heterosexuals are not really discussed at schools the stereotypes take over 

and a woman or a man who does not fit the heteronormative gender role is exposed to ver-

bal abuse and marginalization. Anna and Maria also say their image of non-heterosexuals 

was unclear, but negative in primary school, and as a result they did not want to belong to 

this group and feel ‘different’. 

4.4 Peers: bullying or acceptance? 

4.4.1 Taking it seriously—peer support and school culture 

From the narratives I have studied I find both positive and negative experiences of how 

peers react to sexual diversity at school. It is obvious that the atmosphere of the school 

means a lot. Anna was glad she did not have a crush on a girl in primary or lower-

secondary school as the atmosphere was intolerant and it was difficult enough as it was. 

Maria and Heidi write about the good atmosphere in their upper-secondary schools. In the 

tolerant environment of their schools there were both students and staff members who were 
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open about their non-heterosexuality. People could be who they were and there was no 

name calling. Maria met prejudice and felt marginalized much later, in university:  

”I didn’t feel discriminated and hurt until in university, when opposite views 

on ‘my-kind-of-people’ were present in the lectures and on free time with my 

peers. I can remember, how in one meeting a girl wondered whether she 

thought homosexuality was ethically right and if she was able to accept it be-

cause of her religious believes. Was it a sin to be a homosexual? These kinds 

of comments mainly made my eyes roll, and made me doubt the maturity and 

intelligence of the other, and led to a silent contempt. Still, I remember this 

comment, even though it has been years and I cannot remember other topics 

we talked about in this meeting.”
13

 

These negative feelings Maria had towards her peer could have been a defense reaction to 

the comments her peer made. Maria’s peer showed she did not consider any one around the 

table could be anything but heterosexual, but her words were also stating there was no 

room for non-heterosexuality. Her motivation for stating this was religion, which definitely 

plays a role in creating silencing and at its worst a hostile or repressive atmosphere for 

non-heterosexuals. 

Laura has positive memories from lower-secondary school. Laura had some friends who 

supported gay-rights openly. After Laura had told them she was lesbian, they brought up 

her non-heterosexual identity in a positive way. Together they found out about different 

issues connected to non-heterosexuality and discussed the topic. “They took me seriously,” 

Laura says and it seems to be important for her. Even though she had told her other friends 

they continued including her to the heterosexual discourse by stating she would find a boy-

friend someday. When the surrounding communities take different modes of sexuality se-

riously and do not wave them off as a phase, they accept non-heterosexuality as one form 

of human existence. Yet it seems most of Laura’s friends were rejecting her sexual identi-

ty. Some of Laura’s friends saw no crime in calling people gay or talking about some guy 

kissing another guy with disgust in front of her. I think it is fair to say school does not 

                                                 
13

 ”Tunsin vasta yliopistossa olevani syrjitty ja loukkaantunut, jolloin vastaääniä “minunlaisiani” kohtaan 

kuului luennoilla ja vapaa-ajalla luokkakavereiden tapaamisessa. Muistan, kuinka eras tyttö yhdessä tapaa-

misessa pohti, että pitikö homoseksuaalisuutta eettisesti oikeana toimintana ja pystyisikö hyväksymään sitä 

hänen uskonnollisesta vakaumuksesta johtuen. Oliko syntistä olla homoseksuaali? Tälläiset kommentit lähin-

nä aiheuttavat minussa silmien pyöräytyksen, epäilyksen toisen kypsyydestä ja älykkyydestä sekä hiljaisen 

halveksunnan. Mutta silti muistan sen kommentin vieläkin, vaikka tapaamisesta on jo vuosia ja muita keskus-

telunaiheita en muistakaan kyseisestä tapaamisesta.” 
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normally provide tools to deal with and react to non-heterosexuality. As non-heterosexuals 

are not represented at school many of the young are left confused. Their only choice is to 

continue participating in the mainstream discourses they have learned such as some of 

Laura’s friends did. 

As the diversity of sexuality is not discussed, the school does not provide students with 

tools to react to their peers coming out or expressing any activity which is out of the strict 

gender norms. Maria and Laura experienced this as they told their friends about their sexu-

al identities. Maria writes how most of her friends were really surprised but accepting. 

However, her best friend was so surprised that she walked right out from the situation. Ma-

ria says her friend accepted her, but did not know how to react. Laura had a similar experi-

ence when she first came out to her friend during a recess. She was walking with her friend 

from one school building to another and she decided to confide to her friend, who was so 

surprised she broke into laughter that she could not stop. Laura understood she meant no 

offence. However, the misrepresentation of non-heterosexuals can cause worse reactions, 

such as rejection and bullying as discussed earlier. These reactions were not present in the 

data otherwise, but the fear of becoming bullied could be sensed in between the lines. An-

na was happy she became aware of her sexuality as late as in upper-secondary school, be-

cause she thinks in the judgmental and silencing environment she could not have survived. 

Because Anna described lower-secondary school as difficult already as it was, for her the 

reactions of other students could have had serious consequences. 

4.4.2 “That’s so gay!” 

Many non-heterosexual adolescents have experiences of sexualized and sexed verbal and 

physical bullying. They might not be bullied themselves, but everyone has witnessed sexu-

alized name-calling. All four women report ‘gay’ and ‘lesbian’ (or variations like ‘fag’ or 

‘dyke’) as very common words of abuse in their youth. They are used in any circumstance 

of anyone. The name calling
14

 and other forms of sexualized and sexed bullying are shap-

ing the view of acceptable gender behavior and drawing lines between acceptable and un-

acceptable sexuality in the school culture. (Lehtonen, 2010: 94) This kind of name calling 

is also an indicator of homophobia and negative stereotyping in our society, in which 

same-sex interest is unnormative (Grader and Archibald, 2001: 15). At the same time it is 

                                                 
14

 In Finnish: homottelu; nimitykset kuten homo, vitun homo, lesbo jne. 
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good to notice there are various motivations behind name calling some of which are not 

strictly connected to homophobia: Some youngsters can use the term gay to fool around, to 

question teachers’ authority or to mock them (Lehtonen, 2002: 194). 

Whatever the reason behind the behavior, it is shaping the image of sexuality and gender. 

Maria’s story corroborates how the name calling shapes the view on sexuality. In her pri-

mary and lower-secondary school lesbian and gay were concepts only connected to name 

calling, and her image of non-heterosexuals was dirty and shameful because of this. The 

young witnessing the situation, the bully and the bullied are all learning through the situa-

tion what kind of behavior “get’s one in trouble.”—Maria writes she did not want to be-

long to this group of dirty and shameful people and so she denied her non-heterosexual 

feelings. (See also Lehtonen, 2010: 94) In Anna’s school the words gay and lesbian were 

shot at anyone who was out of ordinary, the ‘weird kids’. Anna doubts she would not have 

survived lower-secondary school because of this, if she had become aware of her non-

heterosexual identity back then. This name calling culture is affecting many things in the 

lives of young non-heterosexuals, but also students who have non-heterosexual family 

members. For example, Heidi’s mother was afraid her children would become bullied be-

cause of their lesbian aunt, which led to hiding this fact from friends and teachers.  

In school the norms are based on heteronormative thinking, in which the girls’ femininity 

and boys’ masculinity are underlined. The behavior, expression and appearance, which 

contradict these, tend to become the cause for bullying and isolation. As mentioned, Hei-

di’s ‘masculine’ female teacher ended up being the target of gossips. Laura also tells about 

how in her school there was gossiping about people’s alleged non-heterosexuality. As sex-

uality and gender are causes for these actions they strengthen the norms and create a dis-

couraging atmosphere for discussions about sexuality. (Grader and Archibald, 2001: 15)  

Anna had personal experience of this. In upper grades there were rumors going around 

Anna’s school that she was lesbian. She found this ridiculous as she had been attracted by 

neither boys nor girls during primary or lower-secondary school. It was not important 

whether she was lesbian or not. Yet the nasty gossiping took part in creating an atmosphere 

in which it is difficult to build one’s sexual identity. (See also Lehtonen, 1999: 85-89) An-

ything that an insecure young person, with questions about his or her own sexuality, hears 

or sees about heterosexuality or non-heterosexuality, becomes part of the self-image of a 

‘differently’ oriented person (Karvinen, 2010: 117). For someone like Anna, who was not 

yet fully aware about her sexuality, the gossiping about it could have had terrible out-
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comes. The school culture is putting these young people at risk of becoming depressed, 

isolated, and marginalized, but also these youngsters are at risk to become victims of sev-

ered types of bullying and direct mental and physical violence (Karvinen, 2010: 121).  

To conclude, even though bullying is common and non-heterosexuals are not the only mi-

nority affected by it, the discrimination and violence they encounter can have severe con-

sequences.  For most of the other minorities, their status is shared with their families and 

sometimes even larger communities (e.g. racial or religious minorities). Non-heterosexuals 

only rarely, if ever, have this kind of support network and their fight against discrimination 

can be a lonely and stressful one (Hillier and Harrison, 2004: 80). This is why it is so im-

portant that teachers react to homophobic and sexualized violence in the school with ap-

propriate actions. School should be a safe place for all the students to study and grow-up 

into their genuine selves. However, accorging to Jukka Lehtonen (2010: 95) the sexualized 

and sexed name calling is mostly either ignored or played down among the school staff, 

which has created a false feeling of acceptance around this form of bullying. Lehtonen 

argues further that teachers lack skills and knowledge to react to this kind of bullying. In a 

reaction release by SETA ry. it is mentioned that teachers and other school staff do not 

even recognize bullying and violence due to non-mainstream sexual orientations or gender 

expressions (Seta ry, 2010, cited in Karvinen, 2010: 122). Another reason for no interfer-

ence can be that bullying is connected to the hierarchies of the school and it is difficult to 

interfere without having to challenge the hierarchy at the same time, which would require 

more efforts from the teachers. Also students can be ashamed by the harassment and bully-

ing, so they do not share it with anyone. (Lehtonen, 2002: 193) Homophobia and sexual-

ized harassment are clear signs for need of comprehensive sexuality education, which 

would include children’s sexuality, sexual ethics and respectful relationships. This would 

help the young to build ethical values in relation to sexuality already at young age. (Robin-

son, 2013: 84) Teachers should acknowledge it is their duty to act on it if they find out that 

their school is not a safe place for their non-heterosexual students.  
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5 INFLUENCE OF HETERONORMATIVITY ON THE SEXUAL 

IDENTITY OF NON-HETEROSEXUALS  

In the previous section I have discussed the question how sexuality is represented in school 

and what kind of factors influence the representation, hence the image of sexuality. I have 

demonstrated how non-heterosexuals are encountered, or in fact, not encountered on a dai-

ly basis using both theoretical notions and the empirical data. The study has shown the 

pitfalls of Finnish sexuality education and the empirical data has worked as a tool to 

broaden the understanding of these issues on a personal level. It could be seen from the 

four narratives that the lack of comprehensive discourse on the diversity of sexuality af-

fected the image the participants had on sexuality while still in school. Evidently, school 

has a significant role in constructing the image of sexuality and the discourse around it. In 

this chapter I will conclude my discussion on how the representation of sexuality provided 

by the school, influences the development of students’ sexual identity and image of sexual-

ity. 

From the participants Heidi was best informed about sexual issues, because of her lesbian 

aunt. Non-heterosexuality was part of everyday life–nothing special—and so Heidi was not 

affected so strongly by the conspiracy of silence over sexuality. She was attracted to girls 

and did not feel it was wrong, shameful or dirty. However, her experience of non-

heterosexuality in youth was rather realistic. She writes: 

“Yes, life as heterosexual would be easier and I would switch if I could, be-

cause life can be difficult as it is. Nevertheless, I don’t think my sexuality is 

an obstacle for happiness, and I have never felt great agony or difference be-

cause of it.”
15

  

Nevertheless, there was a consistency in her story about keeping the matter secret from 

some of her friends for relatively long. Some of her friends did not become aware of her 

sexuality before Heidi was in a relationship with a woman as a young adult. The times, 

when her sexual orientation came into daylight, she got nervous: If her secret crush was in 

danger to be revealed Heidi felt anxious and uneasy. There was also a time in upper-

                                                 
15

 “Kyllä, elämä heterona olisi helpompaa ja joo, vaihtaisin jos voisin, koska elämä on muutenkin niin han-

kalaa niin usein. Mutta en silti pidä seksuaalista suuntautumistani esteenä onnellisuudelle enkä koskaan ole 

kokenut suurta tuskaa tai erilaisuuden tunnetta vaikka olenkin osa vähemmistöä.” 
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secondary school, when one of her peers told her she must be “bisexual at least” because 

of the way she dressed, which made her anxious. She describes her upper-secondary school 

otherwise as a good place. She discussed non-heterosexuality in a general way with her 

peers and friends, but of some reason they never shared their personal experiences even 

though there were non-heterosexuals in her group of friends. Nowadays she is open about 

her sexuality and it has never been a problem with anyone. She wonders whether her teen-

age years would have been easier, if she had talked about her sexuality openly with her 

friends. Even though Heidi states she has never felt really ‘different’, I would argue that 

the absence of comprehensive sexuality education and notions about people hushing non-

heterosexuals out of the view influenced her as a teenager the way that made her keep her 

sexuality hidden. Because of the encouraging support network she now has in her life (her 

lesbian aunt and well selected friends) she is at ease with who she is. It is noteworthy that 

even though on the basis of this study the situation of Finnish schools is to some extend 

gloomy, the school years are not that bad for all of the non-heterosexuals.  

Maria and Anna both admit their image of non-heterosexuals was totally different in pri-

mary school from Heidi’s image. As a result of the conspiracy of silence over sexuality and 

‘gay’ being a common word of abuse, they both felt non-heterosexuals were something 

dirty and different. Anna had a stereotypical view of non-heterosexuals which included 

angry motorcycle women and girly house-decorating men from television. While there is 

nothing wrong with these activities, it would be important that school provided a broader 

representation of non-heterosexuality to support and expand the image provided by the 

media. Anna describes her time at primary school and her first non-heterosexual feelings: 

“Especially in the end of primary school I didn’t feel comfortable with my 

own class mates, because they were only interested in make-up, boys, and 

guessing who already had their periods or bras—I wasn’t interested in these 

things at all. The girly things were superficial and fraught, and I felt myself a 

bit of an outsider. When I was asked who I had a crush on, I would say the 

name of the smartest boy in class, because you had to say something. On 

sixth grade I can remember of thinking about wanting to kiss a girl in my 

class, but very confusedly I repressed such a thought.”
16

 

                                                 
16

 ”Varsinkaan ala-asteen lopulla en enää viihtynyt omalla luokallani, koska luokkatovereitani kiinnostivat 

vain meikkaaminen, pojat ja sillä spekuloiminen, kenellä oli jo menkat tai rintaliivit – mikä taas ei kiinnosta-

nut minua pätkääkään. Tyttöjen jutut olivat minusta pinnallisia ja ahdistavia, ja tunsin oloni aika ulkopuoli-
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Anna had not been given any tools to process her feelings. Also Maria, who had sexual 

feelings for girls in early age, insisted liking only boys as she did not want to be ‘different’ 

or dirty. Consequently, school had a huge impact on the development of these women’s 

sexual identity. 

All in all we can say that the school failed to represent non-heterosexuals in any realistic 

and positive way, and so Maria, Anna, Laura and Heidi were all left with what they learned 

outside the classrooms. Maria and Anna had to construct their image of non-heterosexuals 

from bits and pieces, and it did not construct a flattering image. Even though Maria is 

nowadays open about her intimate relationships, she feels reluctant to identify herself as 

bisexual as she still feels all of these terms work as discriminating tools. This feeling was 

probably born already in primary school where her image of non-heterosexuals was devel-

oped from the nasty comments and name calling. 

As mentioned, schools are failing to represent non-heterosexuality and people who are not 

straight. As a teenager Laura was eager to learn something about non-heterosexuality so 

she looked for information online. I suspect this is many times the case: Children learn 

about the silenced topics from peers and the internet. Chat forums and SETA’s webpages 

were helpful for her, but Laura was not great at coming up with search words and the re-

sults from googling ‘lesbian’ shocked her. This shows well the problem with censoring 

sexuality. As sexuality is part of our daily lives, it is impossible and pointless to keep it 

away and hide it from children. When sexuality is not discussed in school, children are left 

with unclear images (as Maria and Anna) or driven to look for the information wherever 

they can find it. If the discussions over sexuality are considered inappropriate, the endless 

and unrestricted information online certainly is. By introducing a comprehensive image of 

sexuality in school education we make sure children do not need to search answers to their 

questions online without proper guidance and looking after. 

                                                                                                                                                    
seksi. Kun kysyttiin, kehen olin ihastunut, sanoin kuitenkin luokan fiksuimman pojan nimen, koska jotain piti 

sanoa. Kutosluokalla muistan ajatelleeni yhdestä luokkani tytöstä, että haluaisin pussata häntä, mutta torjuin 

moisen ajatuksen jotenkin hyvin hämmentyneenä.” 
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6 DISCUSSION 

6.1 Trustworthiness and ethical issues 

In my study I have analyzed the topical autobiographies of four young women, who all 

have their own experiences from the Finnish school. Clearly, the knowledge they have 

produced is contextual, partial, and most of all individual. Therefore, the traditional, posi-

tivist idea of reliability does not measure the quality of my study. Instead of reliability and 

validity I will discuss trustworthiness, rigor, and subjectivity versus objectivity to evaluate 

my study.  

According to Golafshani (2003: 601): “The difference in purposes of evaluating the quality 

of studies in qualitative and quantitative research is one of the reasons that the concept of 

reliability is irrelevant in qualitative research.” The purpose of qualitative research is to 

broaden the understanding of a phenomenon (Golafshani, 2003: 601. See also Eskola and 

Suoranta, 2000: 61-62). The value of qualitative study is evaluated on the basis whether or 

not it succeeds to improve the practices and/or inform people about a phenomenon, which 

would otherwise be enigmatic and confusing (Creswell, 2007: 213). The aim of my re-

search was to underline the pitfalls of our educational system in relation to the representa-

tion of sexuality and the attitudes towards non-heterosexuals. In different sections of this 

thesis I have discussed these issues from different angles, which I feel helps to understand 

the challenges our education system must face.  

Creswell (2007: 212-213) introduces five standards by Howe and Eisenhardt (1990), which 

can be used to evaluate a qualitative research. These aspects should be kept in mind and 

applied to any qualitative research to make it more trustworthy. I will look at these in rela-

tion to my own research. Qualitative research like mine can be assessed on the basis of 

whether or not the research question is guiding the data collection and analysis and not the 

other way around. My research process started with a research problem I found urgent. I 

felt the Finnish school was a very heteronormative institution and wondered how non-

heterosexual students might experience it. The problem shaped into four research ques-

tions. These research questions in mind I looked for participants to produce topical autobi-

ographies. The analysis was not purely guided by the research problem, as I tried to under-

stand my research persons, and what they had thought to be significant. The process of 
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how I found the participants for my study, the data collection process and analysis are ex-

plained in the section 2.2. Autobiographical research of personal experiences of non-

heterosexual women. The description of the research process increases the scientific rigor 

of the analysis, which is what I have strived for. 

After conducting the study there are some aspects I would reconsider. First of all, I think 

more participants would have given a broader view of the topic, but on the other hand, I 

cherish the answers I got from my four participants. They almost all felt there was nothing 

special about their stories, but I think their experiences built an eye-opening view of what 

it means to be a non-heterosexual in a Finnish school. As an afterthought, it would have 

been interesting to interview the participants later on about the things they chose to write 

about so that I would have been able to ask more about their feelings at certain moments 

they referred to as significant. Many of them did not write exactly how they felt, which 

meant I could not analyze the emotional impact of certain events deeply as I might have 

expected or hoped for. 

This leads to the second standard which qualitative research needs to reach for: Is the data 

collected and analyzed competently? (Creswell, 2007: 212-213) Järvelä (1996: 49) states 

we always bring our own life story to the interpretation of autobiographies. Thus, I realize 

my life experiences and expectations towards the data influenced my interpretation of it. 

However, I tried to read and analyze the data keeping in mind what was my prior 

knowledge thinking of my research task, and on the other hand, what actually arose from 

the data. The competency to analyze is connected to the third standard: the objectivity of 

the researcher. According to Järvelä (1996: 18) researcher’s objectivity is a fundamental 

methodological issue in qualitative research. None of us can be fully objective, thus Cre-

swell (2007: 204) states the research should be confirmable rather than objective.  

Feeling-free research does not necessarily provide natural and accurate information about 

the research question—especially in feminist research which is interested in the personal 

experiences. Therefore, Järvelä (1996: 18-19) claims, there are new approaches to the con-

cept of objectivity in feminist research. For example, Järvelä discusses Evelyn Fox Keller’s 

(1985) concepts of static objectivity and dynamic objectivity. When the researcher chases 

knowledge through the division of subject and object, s/he is pursuing for static objectivity. 

Whereas, dynamic objectivity “--aims at a form of knowledge that grants to the world 

around us its independent integrity but does it in a way that relies on our connectivity with 
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the world.”  (Järvelä, 1996: 19) I take the stand in my study that there is no fixed reality or 

‘truth’ about this world. Consequently, I believe the world is constructed and reconstructed 

by us. For this study four women have constructed their understanding of this world in the 

form of topical autobiographies, and I have reconstructed an understanding of the world on 

the basis of them. It is obvious, I am aiming for dynamic objectivity in this study rather 

than static objectivity.  

Forth standard is if the research is overall warrant, that is, uses respected theoretical ex-

planations of the phenomena. I have used theoretical texts which have been cited in other 

research, and looked for respectable names from different theoretical fields my research 

overlaps with. I have tried to bring about different voices, from different fields of study, to 

describe and explain the experiences of non-heterosexuals. However, I also give value to 

the interpretation of the research participants. At times theoretical considerations are used 

to elaborate the experience, while in other occasions the experience is used to clarify the 

theory. (Creswell, 2007: 212-213)  

I think the fifth standard is the most important: Does the research have ‘value’? Does the 

research also answer to the question “So what?” by presenting broader understanding of 

the phenomenon or aiming at changing practices? (Creswell, 2007: 212-213) In my re-

search I place common sense knowledge and everyday practices of schools under a spot-

light, and study them from different perspectives. I think we need to question the practices 

we have in our school to be able to improve them to fit all the students. Children spend a 

lot of their time at school and it is crucial they feel safe and welcome there. I want to give a 

voice to the silenced students, which hopefully helps other people understand why more 

cohesive sexuality education is important. The experiences presented in this study hopeful-

ly also make the readers understand what it is like for the non-heterosexuals and students 

who do not fit the fixed gender norms.  

To maintain the confidentiality of my research participants I have decided not to mention 

the cities the participants come from or any details about the schools they went to, instead, 

I describe all the four participants in general terms and refer to each of them with an alias. 

All of the participants were very open about their lives, which makes me at times feel like 

an intruder in their lives (c.f. Järvelä, 1996: 5-6). I am making their private lives and per-

sonal understanding public, which gives some pressure to me. Moreover, there is always a 

danger that by presenting a minority group, the researcher falls into the trap of generalizing 
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the results too much. This is why I would like to emphasize the fact that the four non-

heterosexual women do not represent all the other non-heterosexual people—women or 

men. There are as many stories out there, as there are non-heterosexuals. Yet I firmly be-

lieve that the stories of the participants help to understand the situation others might en-

counter at school. 

For future research, I think it is good to acknowledge that gender and sexuality are so in-

terwoven that separating them for this research was somewhat artificial but necessary: 

When talking about sexuality one is forced to discuss also gender. During this research 

process I have become more and more confident that sexuality education provided by the 

Finnish school is not adequate to meet the needs of the young, and that the view on sexu-

ality and gender is too narrow for both heterosexual and non-heterosexual students. It 

would be interesting to see how the youngsters still at school understand sexuality and 

gender, and what kind of questions they have about many issues that are left unanswered. 

It should be mentioned that this thesis did not explain the actions of teachers and there 

were many occasions the experiences of the research participants left me wondering what 

the teacher was thinking at that particular moment. Thinking of the need for proper sexu-

ality education in teacher education would be both interesting and extremely important as 

my immediate understanding is that it would need so much more attention than what it 

receives today. 

6.2 Improving sexuality education in school and in teacher education 

Based on the study I can only conclude that sexuality seems to be a difficult topic in 

schools for several reasons; partly because teachers seem to be uneasy with the topic of 

sexuality but also because there still is a tendency to see childhood as an era of innocence. 

Teachers have to discuss sexuality, but it seems that the teachers take a heteronormative 

approach to the topic and keep the discussions on a superficial level leaving many ques-

tions unanswered. When the diversity of sexuality is not discussed, sexualized and gen-

dered name calling and bullying reinforce the image of what is accepted sexuality and what 

is not. All in all, school does not provide students with tools to handle the questions of 

sexuality and gender. 

This study has constructed a gloomy image of the Finnish school in relation to sexuality. 

However, also other aspects influence to the overall school experience of students, and so 
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the school experiences of non-heterosexuals are not only negative. Evidently, the influence 

of the school lasts as long as the non-heterosexuals are in the hostile or ignorant environ-

ment, but as they move on they are able to form a realistic image and a cohesive sexual 

identity. There were some issues the participants had kept in mind all this time, but these 

four women survived their school years managing to keep their personal integrity. When 

they told their friends about their non-heterosexuality, the reactions were mostly positive. 

It is noteworthy that peers can be a positive force, and part of creating new, open school 

culture. 

Unlike in the 1990s and 2000s, when the participants went to school, the media representa-

tion of non-heterosexuals today is versatile. Also the internet, i.e. the chat forums, offer a 

chance for youngsters to engage in discussions they so ardently need. On the other hand, 

hate-talk and extreme opinions against non-heterosexuals are quite freely expressed in the 

chat forums. Yet, the youngsters today are fluent users of social media and the internet, and 

we can assume they know how to find like-minded people to discuss with. From both of 

these mediums, television and the internet, young non-heterosexuals can look for infor-

mation and role models. Primetime television shows represent non-heterosexuals frequent-

ly, thus, bringing non-heterosexuality into the discussions. For example, one Sunday even-

ing on a primetime entertainment program a well-known non-heterosexual singer per-

formed Bob Marley’s Could you be loved. It was made clear in the program this perfor-

mance was a ‘rainbow-people’s freedom song’
17

 and Marley’s lyrics had a powerful effect 

at least on me: “The road of life is rocky and you may stumble too, so while you point your 

fingers someone else is judging you, love your brotherman!” Hopefully this performance 

finds its way to the discussions at home and in schools. There are many politicians, musi-

cians, and celebrities, who are openly non-heterosexual or discuss non-heterosexuality. 

Maybe we are not living in a just world yet, and there is a lot to be done, but there are posi-

tive changes in the way non-heterosexuals are talked about and represented. 

Even though the media representation is somewhat positive, on the basis of the data and 

theory it is clear there is need for comprehensive sexuality education. Sexuality education 

should address the questions of sexuality broadly and discuss the diversity of sexuality and 

gender. Sorainen (2013: 33) points out that the heteronormative environment might not be 

pleasant for heterosexual students either. She asks whether it is possible to reach the ideal 

                                                 
17

 ‘sateenkaari-ihmisten vapauslaulu’ 
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of the heteronormative society even as a heterosexual. The norms of gender and sexuality 

are very strict, and they can cause anxiety for all the students. The idea of marriage and 

nuclear family as only indicators of success and the expectations of certain kind of wom-

anhood or manhood are just examples of norms that many adolescents probably feel un-

comfortable with. Sexuality education in Finland has indeed many challenges and I think 

improving it would serve all the students, not just non-heterosexuals. 

At the same time it would be important to change the school culture as a whole. We should 

shake the ideas of children as asexual beings for whom certain topics are not suitable. This 

spring I was organizing theatre in education workshops at one school. Our workshop used 

drama education methods to empower the students to intervene in sexualized and gendered 

bullying. The situations we worked on with third to sixth graders are situations generally 

seen as tricky to solve even for adults (teachers), and many people asked me if these kids 

even knew what ‘gay’ means. Despite the doubts some people had expressed, the work-

shops worked out well. The students who participated in our workshops stated this kind of 

bullying and name calling was common even in their own school. During the workshop we 

discussed bullying in general but also the dimensions of sexuality and gender. In our work-

shop the students came up with brilliant ideas of how to intervene and stop this kind of 

bullying. This workshop proved to me children and youth are capable of discussing these 

issues and they are dying to talk about them with someone.  

In my experience teacher education does not provide teachers with enough knowledge 

about sexuality and gender. It is up to the teacher education students to find out about these 

issues. This in mind it is no surprise there is such silence over these issues at school. 

Teacher education students are asked to question their own bias on so many other issues, 

but these issues are almost completely forgotten. I would call for improvement in sexuality 

education in schools, but also for improvement in teacher education at the university. After 

all, the attitudes of sexuality and gender are passed on in all different subjects. This thesis 

has shown various ways teachers have failed to encounter non-heterosexuals and approach 

the topic of sexuality. Teachers need knowledge, training and most of all broader under-

standing of this topic. 

Finally, I want to refer to a paper which might be useful for trying to improve the situation 

in teacher education. American Psychologists Association (APA) launched guidelines for 

psychotherapy for lesbian, gay, and bisexual clients in 2000. These guidelines are not 
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mandatory, but they are statements that suggest or recommend certain professional behav-

ior for psychologists. They are meant to be aspirational and to improve the professionalism 

of psychologists. (APA, 2000: 1440.) I was suggested by my supervisor to look at these 

guidelines and think over if they could be recommended for encountering non-heterosexual 

students at school. I think these guidelines would be good for teachers and teacher students 

to keep in mind to improve their professionalism. The guidelines are organized into 4 cate-

gories: (1) attitudes towards homosexuality and bisexuality, (2) relationships and families, 

(3) issues of diversity, and (4) education. The APA guidelines approach the topic compre-

hensively. For example, the guideline 2 touches the topic of knowledge; it encourages to 

recognize how the attitudes and knowledge about lesbian, gay, and bisexual issues may be 

relevant to assessment and treatment, and the professional is encouraged to seek consulta-

tion or make appropriate referrals when indicated. The guideline 7 asks to recognize the 

diversity of families; “Psychologists recognize that the families of lesbian, gay, and bisex-

ual people may include people who are not legally or biologically related.”(APA, 2000: 

1444.) (See appendix 3 for the guidelines.) 

It would be good to have similar guidelines for teachers, which would be introduced to the 

teacher education students. In Finland SETA ry. offers information and training for teach-

ers and there has been campaigns like Moninaisuus mahtuu kouluun (SETA ry., n.d.) or 

Suvaitsevaisuudesta yhdenvertaisuuteen for which the material Älä oleta—Normit nurin! 

(SETA ry., SAKKI and FSS, 2013) has been created. These campaigns touch the issues of 

diversity, sexuality and gender widely and offer information and suggestions for profes-

sionals working with the young. I would argue these campaigns reach the people who are 

already aware of these issues, however, those most in need for information about sexuality 

and gender might not acknowledge the importance of these campaigns. This is why I call 

for changes in teacher education—it reaches all the Finnish teachers. 
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APPENDIX 1 

Terve! 

Teen pro gradu -tutkielmaa Oulun Yliopiston kasvatustieteiden tiedekunnassa ei-

heteroseksuaalien nuorten aikuisten kokemuksista suomalaisessa koulussa. Teen autobio-

grafista tutkimusta, johon kerään vastaajien vapaasti kirjoittamia elämäkerrallisia kerto-

muksia heidän omista kouluvuosistaan. Autobiografinen tutkimus keskittyy yksilön henki-

lökohtaisiin kokemuksiin ja siihen kuinka hän kokemuksistaan kertoo. Tutkimukseni tar-

koituksena on muun muassa selvittää millaiset kokemukset ja tapahtumat ei-

heteroseksuaalit oppilaat näkevät merkittävinä oman seksuaali-identiteetin kehityksen kan-

nalta ja miten ei-heteroseksuaalit tai heidän kaltaisensa on koulussa kohdattu. 

Elämäkertoihin voi kirjoittaa kokemuksista, jotka ovat jääneet mieleen erityisinä (joko 

positiivisessa tai negatiivisessa mielessä), tunteista, joita kouluun, opettajiin tai muihin 

oppilaisiin liittyi sekä ajatuksia, joita koulu omasta identiteetistä ja seksuaalisuudesta he-

rätti. Elämäkerrallisen kertomuksen voi kirjoittaa vapaasti tai keskittyä apukysymyksiin, 

joita tarjoan tutkimukseen osallistumisesta kiinnostuneille. 

Kukaan muu ei lue vastauksia kokonaisuudessaan eikä tutkimukseen osallistuvien nimiä 

julkaista missään. Tutkimuksessa julkaisen pätkiä kertomuksista ja analysoin vastaajien 

kirjoittamia elämäkertoja paljastaen vain vastaajan iän ja sukupuolen.  

Ota minuun yhteyttä sähköpostilla, jos olet kiinnostunut osallistumaan tutkimukseen tai jos 

sinulla on kysymyksiä tutkimuksestani. Kerään tutkimusaineistoani 7.2. asti. 

  



 

 

 

APPENDIX 2 

Alla apukysymyksiä elämäkerran kirjoittamiseen. Saat kirjoittaa vapaasti tai kysymyksiin 

keskittyen. Saatan ottaa vastauksesi tiimoilta yhteyttä kysyäkseni tarkennusta joihinkin 

kohtiin elämäkerrassasi varmistaakseni tulkitsevani tekstiäsi oikein. 

1.Kuvaile itseäsi koululaisena. Kuvaile itseäsi nykyään. Kuvaile kouluaikojasi. 

2.Millaiseksi kuvailisit omaa seksuaali-identiteettiäsi? Oliko se ristiriidassa koulun tarjoa-

man seksuaalikäsityksen kanssa? 

3.Kerroitko koulussa seksuaalisuudestasi muille, jos niin kenelle ja miten siihen reagoitiin? 

4.Miten ei-heteroseksuaalisuudesta puhuttiin koulussa yleisesti? 

5.Puhuttiinko koulussa seksuaalisuudesta, jos niin miten? 

6.Muistatko hetkiä, kun tunsit olevasi erilainen tai jopa syrjitty koulun käytännöistä, opet-

tajan opetuksesta tai muiden oppilaiden toimista johtuen? 

7.Oliko koulun henkilökunnassa jäseniä, jotka toimivat tukenasi tai roolimallina sinulle? 

Millainen henkilö hän oli ja millaista tukea sait? 

8.Oliko henkilökunnassa jäseniä, jotka aiheuttivat mielipahaa seksuaalisuuteen liittyen? 

Millainen henkilö hän oli ja miten hän vaikutti sinuun? 

9.Toiko koulussa tarjottu tieto ja opetus näiden asioiden tiimoilta tukea sinun kasvuusi ja 

identiteettisi kehitykseen? 
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APPENDIX 3 

APA guidelines for psychologists 

 

Attitudes towards homosexuality and bisexuality 

Guideline 1. Psychologists understand that homosexuality and bisexuality are not indica-

tive of mental illness.  

Guideline 2. Psychologists are encouraged to recognize how their attitudes and knowledge 

about lesbian, gay, and bisexual issues may be relevant to assessment and treatment and 

seek consultation or make appropriate referrals when indicated.  

Guideline 3. Psychologists strive to understand the ways in which social stigmatization 

(i.e., prejudice, discrimination, and violence) poses risks to the mental health and well-

being of lesbian, gay, and bisexual clients.  

Guideline 4. Psychologists strive to understand how inaccurate or prejudicial views of ho-

mosexuality or bisexuality may affect the client's presentation in treatment and the thera-

peutic process. 

 

Relationships and Families  

Guideline 5. Psychologists strive to be knowledgeable about and respect the importance of 

lesbian, gay, and bisexual relationships.  

Guideline 6. Psychologists strive to understand the particular circumstances and challenges 

faced by lesbian, gay, and bisexual parents.  

Guideline 7. Psychologists recognize that the families of lesbian, gay, and bisexual people 

may include people who are not legally or biologically related.  

Guideline 8. Psychologists strive to understand how a person's homosexual or bisexual 

orientation may have an impact on his or her family of origin and the relationship to that 

family of origin.   

Issues of Diversity  



 

 

 

Guideline 9. Psychologists are encouraged to recognize the particular life issues or chal-

lenges that are related to multiple and often conflicting cultural norms, values, and beliefs 

that lesbian, gay, and bisexual members of racial and ethnic minorities face. 

Guideline 10. Psychologists are encouraged to recognize the particular challenges that bi-

sexual individuals experience.  

Guideline 11. Psychologists strive to understand the special problems and risks that exist 

for lesbian, gay, and bisexual youth. 

Guideline 12. Psychologists consider generational differences within lesbian, gay, and bi-

sexual populations and the particular challenges that lesbian, gay, and bisexual older adults 

may experience.  

Guideline 13. Psychologists are encouraged to recognize the particular challenges that les-

bian, gay, and bisexual individuals experience with physical, sensory, and cognitive-

emotional disabilities.   

Education  

Guideline 14. Psychologists support the provision of professional education and training on 

lesbian, gay, and bisexual issues.  

Guideline 15. Psychologists are encouraged to increase their knowledge and understanding 

of homosexuality and bisexuality through continuing education, training, supervision, and 

consultation.  

Guideline 16. Psychologists make reasonable efforts to familiarize themselves with rele-

vant mental health, educational, and community resources for lesbian, gay, and bisexual 

people.   

(APA, 2000: 1440-1448) 

 


